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Abstract
This thesis presents a methodology for analyzing cross-cultural similarities and
differences using language as a medium, love as domain, social media as a data source
and 'Terms' (emotions and sentiments) and 'Topics' as cultural features. The approach
required in order to conduct the study involved the preparation of the corpus from the
social media using the methods and techniques of corpus linguistics. Following this,
emotions were extracted from the corpus using Natural Language Processing (NLP)
techniques and existing emotion corpus and latent topics of love discussion were then
extracted from the corpus using the unsupervised machine learning technique, Latent
Dirichlet Allocation (LDA) (Blei et al., 2003). Finally, on the basis of these features, a
cross-cultural comparison was carried out. For the purposes of cross-cultural analysis, the
experimental focus was placed on comparing data from a culture from the East (India)
with a culture from the West (United States of America) with respect to similarities and
differences with respect to the usage of emotions, their intensities and topics used during
love discussion in social media.
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1
Introduction and Motivation
1.1 Culture Analysis
A common and potentially dangerous misconception held by some is that people from all
over the world conceptualize in an identical manner. Certain conceptualizations are often
considered universal and can lead to difficulties in different areas of international
cooperation. Working in a cross-cultural environment and making decisions based on our
own culturally specific treatment of an issue, idea or situation can result in
miscommunication and, ultimately, misguided outcomes. It is therefore vital to observe
and understand how people from diverse cultures behave in different situations. Culture
analysis can work to provide us with insight into these concepts so that we may
appropriately and effectively interact with people all over the world. If cultural
similarities and differences are analyzed and understood, this information can potentially
reduce the level of frustration and concern experienced in cross-cultural interaction, and
can further lead to success in several interdisciplinary fields such as international
business, marketing and advertising, social behaviour analysis, psychology and mental
health analysis cross-culturally, amongst others. Any company aiming to carry out or
manage a project successfully in another country should understand the culture of the
host country intimately. Even if they are not aware of the similarities between the two
countries, they should at least know the differences. There are several dimensions in the
field of cross-cultural analysis and it is important to adopt specific aspects of culture
when carrying out cross-cultural comparison.
Culture has many definitions and it affects everything people do in their society because
of their ideas, values, attitudes, and normative or expected patterns of behaviour. Culture
is not genetically inherited, and cannot exist on its own, but it is always shared by
members of a society (Hall 1976). Hofstede (1980) defines culture as “the collective
11

programming of the mind which distinguishes the members of one group from another”,
Culture is passed from one generation to the other, it is changing all the time because
each generation adds something of its own before passing it on. In psychological
research, culture is analyzed by grouping the people of the world into two groups:
Individualism ("I" culture) and Collectivism ("we" culture). A culture is deemed
'Individualist' if the members of the group are supposed to care for themselves and their
immediate family only (Hofstede and Bond, 1984). This is a common cultural pattern to
be found in most Northern and Western European countries and North America (Inkeles,
1983; Triandis et al., 1988). In contrast, 'Collectivist' culture refers to societies in which
people from birth onwards are integrated into strong, cohesive in-groups, which
throughout a person's lifetime continue to protect them in exchange for unquestioning
loyalty (Hofstede, 1991). This is a cultural pattern mainly found in Asia, Africa and the
Middle East.(Ayyash-Abdo, 2001; Hofstede, 1980; Hsu, 1971; Triandis et al., 1988).
Although some cross-cultural researchers disagree about the accuracy and usefulness of
the individualism and collectivism dimensions (Schwartz, 1990; Smith, 1978; Waterman,
1981), these characteristics are widely used to understand the existence of cultural
differences. So, we can divide the people of the world with respect to 'Individualism' and
'Collectivism' concept and hence analyze cross-cultural issues between them.
Out of the many possible definitions examined, the following definition is adopted in this
study: “culture is a set of shared and enduring meaning, values, and beliefs that
characterize national, ethnic, or other groups and orient their behaviour” (Mulholland
1991). When talking about the international environment, culture is usually observed at a
national level (Kale 1996). Therefore, we investigate cross-cultural similarities and
differences by grouping people according to the geographical dimensions that share the
same cultural views. The culture analysis of this study will focus on two separate aspects.
Firstly, the geographical dimension, considered of particular significance, has been
adopted and has been used to group five geographical areas, namely, India, the Middle
East, South-East Asia, North America and Europe, in order to analyze cross-cultural
similarities and differences. Following this, the comparative analysis has been extended
considering the definition of culture in psychological research by taking one example of
12

individualist culture, namely the United States of America, and one of a collectivist
culture, being India. Culture is a complex concept, and no single definition of it has
achieved consensus in the literature. There are several limitations of analyzing culture
with respect to the definitions above. They are:
•From the cultural standpoint, there are differences in views, and beliefs among the
people of a specific nation or a country. For example, India's languages, religions, dance,
music, architecture and customs differ from place to place within the country. The culture
of India is an amalgamation of these diverse sub-cultures spread all over the Indian
subcontinent and traditions that are several millennia old (Mohammada, 2007). On the
other hand, there are similarities in culture among the people of different countries. For
example, the culture of Indians who live in America is some extent similar to those who
live in India.
• Cross-cultural diversity is identifiable in many other areas of a specific culture, for
example political situation, nationality, economic condition, financial situation and social
environment among different groups of people (Baba, 1996). For example, there are
cross-cultural differences among Chinese American, African American, immigrant
Chinese American and by born Chinese American.

1.2 Domain Specificity in Culture Analysis
Cultural analysis can be carried out in relation to a specific domain. It can be
hypothesized that some senses and concepts related to a specific domain would be more
prominently identified in one culture but only subtly found in another culture. One
fruitful area of study has been the language domain. In the study (Ying et al., 2000)
focused on the language domain in American-born Chinese (who have more exposure to
American culture) and immigrant Chinese (who have more exposure to Chinese culture),
it was hypothesized that the former culture would be more likely to be monolingual
English speakers, whereas the latter culture would be bilingual rather than monolingual.
The main cause of this cultural difference finds its foundations in the fact that, for
American-born Chinese, Chinese language competence is less crucial to their daily
13

functioning but for immigrant Chinese, English competence is crucial to their functioning
in United States (Ying et al., 2000). In said case, Ying focused on the ‘Language
Domain’. For the purposes of this study, the specific domain adopted for analysis is
‘Love and Relationship’ which will be examined as regard language and topics in order
to find cross cultural similarities and differences with respect to that using computational
methods.
1.2.1 Love as a Domain
There are several different perspectives of love (Hendrick and Hendrick, 2000) and it is
necessary to briefly refer to some in order to highlight the complexity of the concept. In
psychology, the 'Love Concept' is divisible into several groups: passionate love
(Berscheid and Walster, 1969), love as self-expansion (Aron and Westbay, 1996), and
love ways (Marston et al., 1987). Romantic love involves intimacy and passion. Aron and
Westbay (1996) defined love by saying that 'Falling in love means to incorporate the
other person within oneself.' 'Love' is also deemed to have a close relationship with
'commitment'. Fehr (1988) outlines some central features of love, for example trust,
caring, honesty, friendship, respect, and concern, which further widen the definition.
Sprecher et al. (1994) examined cross-culture differences among Americans, Russians,
and Japanese with respect to five love variables (i) the number of times the word love is
used, (ii) attachment style, (iii) love styles, (iv) romantic attitudes and (v) predictors of
love. It was found that the Japanese reported more love experiences than either the
Americans or Russians. However, they held less romantic beliefs than the Americans or
Russians.
This theoretical research clearly shows that love influences culture in different ways and
therefore it can be used as a potential domain for culture analysis. Knowing that love can
be a domain for culture analysis, the next task is to acquire love expressions of different
culture for cross cultural analysis. What needs to be examined is how 'Love expression' is
communicated in different cultures and whether there is existent, sufficient data available
for cross-culture analysis in this domain.
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1.2.2 Love Expressions and Data Availability for Research
'Love' is communicated through multiple media and expressions such as through
exchanging letters, phone calls or face-to-face encounters. Nowadays, with recent
technological advances and increased global access to the internet, there are several love
forums, romantic sites and social media for love discussion available. Millions of people
across the globe socialize with each other or have romantic affairs through these sites
(Ben-Ze'ev, 2004). Although there are limitations to the validity of this medium, as the
communicating parties can use fake users and identities which detract from the
communication’s authenticity, the main advantage of these sites is that there is a huge
volume of publicly available data for research in this domain. It must be noted that along
with cultural variations, a certain level of data availability is also crucial to get a required
level of analysis.
Therefore, although culture manifests itself in various domains, this study aims to focus
on 'Love and relationships' as a potential domain for our analysis because different
cultures view love in different ways. The discussion on 'Love and relationships' across
culture reflects cultural differences and similarities which are crucial for the proposed
research and data is readily available on the web at a certain level, which provides the
required level of results on culture analysis.

1.3 Language in Culture Analysis
Language is the principal means whereby we achieve social interaction and it is bound up
with culture in intimate and different ways. The words people use in communication
reflect their expressions, ideas, beliefs and points of view. Language is sometimes a
direct sign for identifying culture. We often identify ourselves and others through the use
of languages as symbolic of cultural identity. For instance, if a person speaks Hindi
fluently, we automatically guess that he is an Indian. However, this is not the case for
widely used languages, such as English, French or Spanish. Members of a culture not
only express their views but also create expressions through the use of language in
different ways. In this study, it is argued that cross- cultural differences can be also found
in the diverse usage of a particular language. It can be hypothesized that some words
15

related to a specific domain are be found more frequently in one culture than in another.
For example, when using English as a medium of written communication in social media,
Indian social media users often use 'Hindi words written in English' during
communication with other Indians which is understandably extremely rare for
Americans. It can be seen that people of different cultures use diverse vocabulary even if
using the same language and discussing the same topic. Therefore, for the purposes of
this research, language, or more specifically, written text on love from different cultures
has been adopted as a medium. Furthermore, both short and long texts have been
considered in order to analyze the impact of the culture on the language used in those
different types of text.

1.4 Features for Culture Analysis
The most widely used features for culture analysis are to be found in Hofstede's culture
dimension (1984, 2001). In his research, culture is analyzed with respect to five
dimensions or features: Power Distance Index (PDI), Individualism (IDV), Masculinity
(MAS) versus its opposite, Uncertainty Avoidance Index (UAI) and Long Term
Orientation (LTO). Noteworthy is the fact that Hofstede's culture dimensions are not
static and can be changed over time. When the political, societal, and economic
environments change, people's cultural values also change (Mingyi Wu et al., 2006). The
data collection and analysis process of these features is traditional and manual, which is
time consuming. Moreover, these features are not related to love discussion. Therefore,
neither these features nor the collection methods are useful for our research. This study
uses language as a medium and 'Love and Relationship' domain for cross cultural
analysis. It is necessary to identify the features that are related to the love discussion and
are culturally significant. Furthermore, it is important that these features can be extracted
from text automatically using computational methods.
1.4.1 Emotions as Cultural Features
The word 'Love' itself is considered a basic emotion, like anger, sadness, happiness, and
fear in many contemporary emotion theories (Phillip et al., 1996). From a psychological
16

point of view, the goal of studying 'Love and Culture' is to understand emotional
expression by focusing on the declaration of love and studying its expression across
cultures. Therefore, some words such as ‘love’, ‘feel’, ‘happy’, ‘sad’, or ‘surprise’ or
emotional expressions ('I love you', 'I miss you') have an impact on culture (Horton et al.,
2009). Emotion is the main content of love discussion.
On the other hand, the influence of culture can also be seen in the expression of emotions.
There are certain similarities across cultures in the way basic emotions such as anger,
fear, sadness, happiness and disgust are expressed and perceived (Ekman, 1972).
Sadness, for instance, is classified as an unpleasant and undesirable feeling by all
peoples, just as happiness is always a pleasant desirable feeling. Although the basic
emotions are universal for Indians and Pakistanis, they can vary with respect to the level
of expression across culture. For example, the cricket match between India and Pakistan
is considered to be the most intense battle in all sport. Defeat or victory in an IndiaPakistan match is usually either extremely unacceptable or extremely acceptable to fans
of both teams. Although victory is classified as pleasant in all cultures, the level of
expression of joy of victory is very strong for Indians or Pakistani in the case of IndianPakistani cricket match, but it is less potent for the Australians and the British in the case
of Australia-England cricket match.
Several studies on sentiment analysis have been carried out. Emotions are also widely
used in sentiment analysis research for analyzing sentiments of different groups of people
(Pang and Lee, 2008). So, emotions are related to the discussion of love as well as culture
and they are also widely used in sentiment analysis among different groups of people.
Although it seems that sentiment and emotion are similar in concept, there is a clear
distinction between them (cf. section 3.2.1.2). Therefore, emotions and their strengths can
be potential features for cross-cultural analysis using language as a medium and love as a
domain. In this study, sentiments and emotions have been classified into several groups
to analyze cross-cultural similarities and differences by comparing user texts of different
cultures using the methods of Natural Language Processing (NLP).
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1.4.2 The Topic of Love as a Cultural Feature
Beside emotions, it is important to also consider other features related to the 'Love and
Relationship' domain for the following culture analysis. It has been found that in the
'friendship' domain, when comparing the USA and East Asia, the most common activity
for Americans is having dinner together which is followed by physical intimacy, talking,
and doing things together (Kline et al., 2008). From a cross-cultural analysis of the
'relationship' domain, it has further been found that, among Americans, having dinner
together was more likely to be a shared activity among married partners, whereas
shopping was more likely to be an activity shared between friends. On the other hand, for
East Asians, talking activities were reported as being more likely to occur amongst
friends than spouses (Kline et al., 2008). These studies show that the topics related to a
specific domain can also have an influence on culture. Therefore, along with emotions,
we examined the topics of love discussion using Machine Learning Techniques for
finding cross-cultural similarities and differences.

1.5 Social Media for Culture Analysis
It is vital to identify a usable source from which data can be collected for cross-cultural
analysis. Furthermore, the essentially manual process of psychological research needs to
be substituted by a method which can be used to automatically extract cultural features
from user text using minimum human interventions. In order to address these issues, the
following section deals with: discussing the limitations of the traditional method of data
collection for culture analysis and the advantages of social media over it; outlining the
advantages of using 'Social Blog' and 'Love Forum' as potential social media for the
research study; identifying the characteristics of the social media corpus that are required
for cross culture analysis; discussing the limitations of currently available corpus and
motivation for preparing a new corpus for our research and, finally, outlining the
limitations of existing tools for corpus creation and the motivation for developing tools.
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1.5.1 Advantages of Social Media for Culture Analysis
A questionnaire- or survey-based method is most commonly used in the field of culture
analysis research (Hofstede et al., 1984, 2001). The following are the limitations of this
method :
• Τhe questionnaire needs to be prepared in different languages so that multilingual
people's responses can be obtained. These questions are often very abstract and the
answers can be largely descriptive. Culture analysis by this method is also widely
dependent on the careful reply from the respondents.
• For answering some of the questions, the respondent requires a certain level of
education background and experience. The people selected for such experiment are often
college or university students or business officials who have sufficient expertise to
answer the questions so it limits access to diverse socio-economic groupings’ responses.
• The method is not only traditional, slow and manual but can also be biased because the
data is not collected from naturally occurring discussions but from question-answer based
surveys.
The goal of this particular study is to acquire data for culture analysis which is: (i)
naturally occurring discussion between different cultures and can be automatically
acquired using computational methods instead of traditional questionnaire-based method
(ii) freely available and large in volume for the required level of analysis, and (iii)
domain specific and containing geo-location information of users who posted the data.
Unfortunately, there is no such corpus with all these properties available for culture
research. However, it is arguable that social media data can be a potential data source for
cross-culture analysis for the following reasons (Lewis et al., 2008):
• Unlike the questionnaire based traditional method, as the discussion of social media is
naturally occurring and less biased, so the authenticity of these social media data can give
rise to research in the field of culture analysis.
• Users of social media interact with each other by writing articles for Wikipedia, sharing
tagged photos on Flickr, sharing bookmarks on del.icio.us, sending short messages in
Twitter, writing articles or personal views in social blog, discussing a topic in Forum.
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Thereby access to the language people use in social interactions can be acquired and this
is an important dimension in the field of culture analysis.
•The subject of discussion in social media includes the ideas on several social issues
such as society, unity, family, love and health as well as political events, economic
analysis, science and technology, business and advertising. Consequently, there is
availability of a huge volume of data in several domains which add value to cross-culture
analysis with respect to a specific domain.
•The users of social media are worldwide and are growing exponentially. The popularity
is global and the social network users cross continental boundaries. There is a huge
volume of messages or posts from all geographical distributions.
• Some social media data include user details from which geo-location information can
be extracted. The user geo-location information is crucial for culture analysis.
• There are several freely available datasets for social media.
• The corpus can be prepared from the social media by using the techniques of corpus
linguistics.
• Users’ engage with the different types of media for different reasons. For instance, it
has been found that the largest proportion of and most frequent users of Twitter talk
about daily routine or current events happening all over the world (Java et al., 2007).
Therefore, that can be used for building an event repository. On the other hand, the user's
aim in some social media is to share views on a specific topic. For example, '1 million
Love Message'1 is a forum related to love discussions between couples. Therefore, the
user's intention in engaging with social media can play an important role for culture
analysis.
• The characteristics of social media and the features of language people use can be
useful to define cultural features for cross-cultural analysis and these features can be
automatically extracted from social media using minimum human interventions.

1 http://www.1millionlovemessages.com/
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1.5.2 Why Blog and Forum for Cross-Culture Analysis?
There are many advantages in opting to use 'Social Blog' and 'Love Forum' as social
media in the current research over other available social media.
Delicious,2 Flickr,3 and YouTube,4 are repository based social media. Del.icio.us is a
social bookmarking web service, Flickr is an image hosting and video hosting website
and YouTube is a video-sharing website. These social media applications are mainly tagbased social media and the tags used in these social media are necessarily social in
nature. However, there is a significant difference between tags and text. Although tags of
these social media are social in nature, they do not reflect cross-cultural variations for
culture analysis. In other words, tags cannot be used to analyze cross-cultural differences
since they do not contain enough useful information when compared with text.
Twitter5 is another type of popular, free, social media which has a microblogging
platform. Twitter is like group conversation among users but most posts on Twitter deal
with daily routine or what people are currently doing. This is the largest and most
common usage of Twitter (Java et al., 2007). It was not possible to find considerable
discussion on love related issues on Twitter.
Facebook6 and Linkedin7 are social networking websites which are popular and powerful
ways used among friends for social interaction. But the posts of users of Facebook are not
domain specific but open discussions.
In the following research study, the aim is to analyze cross-cultural similarities and
differences with respect to a specific domain, therefore domain-specific conversations are
crucial. For this reason, the Internet forum on love discussion and social blogs have been
selected for analysis. Both of these social media have some advantages related to crosscultural analysis with respect to the 'love and relationship' domain. They are:
• A blog is a type of website usually maintained by an individual with regular entries of
commentary, descriptions of events, expressions of feelings and emotions on different
2 http://www.delicious.com/
3 http://www.flickr.com/
4 http://www.youtube.com/
5 http://twitter.com/
6 http://www.facebook.com
7 http://www.linkedin.com/
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topics, functioning like personal online diaries. Therefore, from blogpost analysis we can
get the personal view of bloggers of different cultures on a specific topic.
• The geo-location information of bloggers is available in a blog. Therefore, it is possible
to analyze any culture of interest.
• Most blogs are primarily textual containing posts on a specific topic. This property of
blogs is useful for analyzing cross-cultural similarities and differences using language as
medium, more specifically using long text of social media. Internet forums are usually
short messages on a specific topic or collections of topics, allowing, therefore, for the
analysis of culture with respect to short messages. Consequently the selected social media
allow us to verify our hypothesis and techniques for culture analysis in two different
types of text i.e. short messages (Love Forum) and long text ( Blogs).
Now that the cultural group, domain ('Love and Relationship') and Cultural Features
(emotions terms and topics of love discussion) and data source (Forum and Social Blog)
of the study have been identified, it is necessary to next focus on classifying the required
characteristics of corpora for culture analysis and how a corpus containing all these
characteristics can be acquired.
1.5.3 Characteristics of Social Media Corpus for Cross-Culture Analysis
A corpus is a large and structured set of texts which is usually electronically stored and
processed and used to do statistical analysis and hypothesis testing on the research of
Language Technology. Culture analysis using social media necessarily requires social
media corpora which are:
(i) Large in Volume: The dataset should be large in volume (8 to 10k user posts from
each culture) for the required level of analysis. The goal is to find social media in which
there are many posts or messages in the 'Love and Relationship' domain from different
countries.
(ii) Domain Specific: The corpus needs to be domain specific to 'Love and Relationship'.
One option can be social media of love discussion. In a forum, users share their views
with each other on a specific topic so, for culture analysis with respect to global forums,
the goal is to find a forum in which the main discussion topic is the domain in question.
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For culture analysis with respect to social blogs, those focused on the 'Love and
Relationship' domain have to be identified but many blog discussions do not fall directly
into a specific domain. One option can be blogs where the discussion topic is annotated
with the posts. For example, all blog entries from LiveJournal.com are annotated with
moods related to emotions (such as anger, fear, happiness, sadness) but they are not
annotated with 'Love and Relationship'. Another option can be using blog search engines
from which we can access a collection of blogs from a specific domain. In this case, the
goal is to find a blog search engine which can access a large collection of blogs on the
domain in question.
(iii) Geo-Location Information: The geo-location information of a blog post or a
message needs to be extracted for culture analysis. The goal is to extract the user
provided geo-location information and map the location to a country. The user provided
geo-location information can be the name of a small town (Juan in Philippines, Clark in
America) or city (Baghdad, Barcelona) or short code of a city (NY refer to New York,
SYD refer to Sydney) or short code of a country (USA, UK, UAE) or a misspelled form
of a location (Phillipns instead of Philippines) or the incomplete form of a place (Dabi in
United Arab Emirates, Jersey in USA). The researcher’s goal is to map this user provided
information to a country.
Unfortunately, there is no social media corpora with all these properties available for
culture research, Notably missing is geo-location which is the most crucial information
for cross-cultural analysis. The mostly widely used corpus in the field of blog research is
the Blog Authorship Corpus8 but this corpus is neither domain-specific nor does it
contain geo-location which are two main requirements for cross-culture analysis. In
addition to this, there is no freely available corpus for Love Forum. Therefore, a corpus
for Love Forum and Social blog which has all these above properties for cross-culture
analysis has been prepared.

8 http://u.cs.biu.ac.il/~koppel/BlogCorpus.htm
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1.5.4 Social Media Corpus Preparation for Culture Analysis
There are a number of limitations of existing tools and techniques for corpus creation
from social media and of the motivation for developing such tools. There are several
existing tools for corpus creation for Natural Language Processing9 but they have the
following limitations with respect to the current research:
•Most of the corpora building tools are used to create corpus from one-line newspapers,
dictionaries and web pages. Unlike these media, the social media have certain
characteristics which need to be considered for corpus creation. The crawler of the
existing tools usually crawls all the URLs of a web page. This study is concerned with
the URLs of user posts or messages and ignores other URLs. Therefore, what is required
is the exclusive crawling of the URLs of user posts or messages and the traversing of
those web pages only. The goal is to take a blog or forum URL as input and return all the
URLs of user posts or messages in that.
•Along with URL extraction, there are tools and techniques for extracting text from the
web page. In the current study, focus is on the user text of a post or message, ignoring
other details of the web page. The aim is to take a post or message URL as input and
extract the text of the body portion of the post ignoring all other details.
•The existing corpus building tools are not capable of extracting geo-location
information, so there is no way to keep track of the geo-location information of a specific
post or message for culture analysis. Our objective is to develop a tool which will
automatically extract geo-location information for a blog post or message.
•For culture analysis, it is required to group the corpora with respect to different cultures
of our interest. For example, if we are interested in comparing the cultures of Asia and
Europe, then we have to divide the social media corpus into two groups. The posts of
messages of European countries will be in the European Corpus and the posts of
messages of Asian countries will be in the Asian equivalent. On the other hand, if we are
interested in culture analysis comparing Eastern and Western Europe, then we have to
divide the social media corpus with respect to that. All posts with geo-location
information need to be divided according to the culture of our interest.
9 http://www.wagsoft.com/CorpusTool/
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Considering all the limitations of existing tools, a series of tools for corpus creation for
culture analysis using social media need to be developed. We must first analyze the
various characteristics of social media related to our research and then build tools for
automatically creating a corpus which is large in volume, domain specific and grouped
into the different cultures of our interest by taking into account the methods and
techniques of corpus linguistics. By doing this, we will develop a common architecture
for corpus creation from two types of social media: (i) Forums where user geo-location
information is provided and (ii) Social Blogs collected from a specific country.

1.6 Culture Feature Extraction from Social Media Corpus
In this study, cross-cultural similarities and differences are analyzed using language as a
medium, love as a domain and social media as a data source. In particular, two features
for culture analysis are used: (i) terms (emotions and sentiments) and (ii) topics. After
corpus preparation, the next task is to extract terms and topics from the corpus of
different cultures.
There are several Natural Language Processing toolkits10 for term extraction but they are
not equipped to extract terms with respect to different groups of emotions and sentiments.
Emotions and sentiment terms require grouping into several categories for analysis and a
dictionary for analyzing them in several cultures needs to be created. This dissertation is
an extended research study on sentiment analysis that makes the analysis of emotions
suitable for a computational model of cultural differences. Along with terms, topics have
been used as culture features for culture analysis through language. There are several
machine learning techniques for topic modeling in the field of Language Technology.
The goal is to extract topic from user post or message using unsupervised machine
learning technique.

1.7 Experiments
For culture analysis with respect to language use, three experiments have been conducted.
The first and second experiment were conducted with respect to cultural feature 'terms'.
10 http://www.nltk.org/
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In the first experiment, cultural similarities and differences with respect to emotions and
sentiments were investigated taking into account 5 different cultures. On the basis of the
findings of this experiment, we chose to focus on two different cultures in a subsequent
study through more in-depth analysis. In the third experiment, cross-cultural similarities
and differences were analyzed with respect to topics found in love discussion. All these
experiments applied a common hypothesis for cross-culture analysis, that is, the cultural
features (terms and topics) were divided into three groups: All, Shared and Unique. All
the features found from the corpus of a culture are All Feature (for example, All Terms
and All Topics). If a feature is commonly found in all cultures, then it is referred to as a
Shared Feature (for example, Shared Terms and Shared Topics). On the other hand, if a
feature is only found in one culture but does not exist in other culture then that is a
Unique Feature (for example, Unique Terms for Culture1 and Unique Topics for Culture1
and so on). Subsequently, an analysis of cross-cultural similarities and differences with
respect to these features was carried out.

1.8 Overall Aim
The overall aim of this dissertation is to analyze cross-cultural similarities and differences
using language as a medium, love as domain and social media as a data source and
'Terms' (emotions and sentiments) and 'Topics' as cultural features. In order to achieve
this, firstly, we prepared a corpus from two different types of social media (Love Forums
and Social Blogs), developing tools by relying on corpus linguistics techniques.
Secondly, we extracted sentiments and emotions from the corpus with respect to several
emotion groups. Thirdly, we extracted subtopics found in love discussion in different
cultures. In this, we used both unsupervised machine learning techniques and Natural
Language Processing methods and techniques. Finally, we took into account several
cultures and analyzed cross-cultural similarities and differences. On the basis of this, a
further study focusing on two different cultures in a subsequent deeper analysis was
carried out.
Despite the importance of automatic analysis of culture, there is not much work that has
been carried out in this direction by computer science communities. The main reason for
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this is probably lack social data of different cultures that should be naturally occurring
and can be collected automatically. This thesis addressed the problem by analyzing crosscultural similarities using social media as data source. Although there is significant
amount of attention by academic researchers, we believe that no work has been devoted
to the field of culture analysis from social media by taking into account emotions analysis
to date. This study considered different types of emotions as culture features, which is a
new approach in the field of automatic culture analysis. In addition, a methodology of
culture analysis has been established. It is based on three main requirements of automatic
cross-culture analysis from social media, using language as a medium, which are: corpus
preparation from social media; cultural feature extraction from the corpus; and crossculture analysis with respect to these features.
This thesis is organized as follows: chapter two focuses on the state of art of crosscultural analysis using language as a medium, love as a domain, social media as data
source and 'Terms' and 'Topics' as cultural features. Chapter three follows by detailing the
methods and techniques of corpus creation from social media, culture feature extraction
from the corpus and cross-culture analysis with respect to these features. Chapter four is
focused on cross-culture analysis with respect to term analysis by depth analysis of a
preliminarily study in this direction . Chapter five discusses cross-cultural similarities and
differences identifiable with respect to the topics found in love discussion. Finally, in
Chapter six we summarize the research work and mention possible future work in this
directions.

1.9 Area of Application for the research
There are several areas of application for this research:
(i) Automatic Culture Research: Culture Analysis has been widely studied in
psychology and the behavioral sciences, as it is an important element of human nature.
Culture Analysis from social media can add value to the research in these fields.
(ii) Emotion Research: Culture analysis with respect to emotions can be applied to
different fields of emotion research, for example, emotion analysis of male-female or
teenager-adult interaction in a culture.
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(ii) Sentiment Analysis: While positive/negative valence annotation is an active area in
sentiment analysis, culture analysis with respect to emotions could help to analyze the
sentiment of a culture.
(iii)Romance Analysis: The language representation of individuals can provide windows
into their emotional and cognitive worlds. Researchers in psychology has provided clear
evidence of the relationship between people’s mental health and the words they use
(Gottschalk & Gleser, 1969). Therefore, it is arguable that such research can add values
to research into 'Love and Culture'.
(iv) Social Aspect Analysis: Our research method explores the social side of social
media which can give rise to new scenes in the field of Computational Social Science.
Computational models of culture are valuable for designing complex open systems such
as serious games, social simulations, personal assistants, collective intelligence and social
network software.
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2
Background
This chapter focuses on background knowledge related to several aspects of culture
analysis detailing recent research works and reviewing the existing tools and techniques
related to this study. The chapter is divided into five sections concerned with: (i) the
characteristics of social media data for culture analysis, their advantages and limitations,
as well as creation of corpus for social media, (ii) reviewing the research work related to
cultural analysis using cultural features, traditional methods of cultural analysis and their
limitations, (iii) methods of cross-cultural analysis with respect to language looking at
using terms and topics as culture features of language (iv) features for culture analysis in
love discussion and tools and techniques used for feature extraction in several related
research works, (v) outlining and analyzing methods and techniques for cross-cultural
analysis and related works, including topic analysis, and concluding by a discussion of
our approach for analyzing cross-cultural similarities and differences.

2.1 Social Media for Culture Analysis
In this section, the characteristics of social media data for culture analysis are discussed,
beginning with the advantages of social media for culture analysis and followed by a
description of limitations of freely-available social media data. Also mentioned are the
limitations of existing corpus creating tools for social media.
2.1.1 Characteristics of Social Media for Culture Analysis
Lewis et al. (2008) presented the effectiveness of using social media data by introducing
a new public dataset from the popular social network site 'Facebook.com'. They found
that the dataset is collected in a naturally-occurring situation which contrasts with the
traditional data collection process for social data analysis, the dataset indicates the
language people use in social interactions; repeated observations of the same topics over
long periods of time are possible, the dataset includes cultural information on users which
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can be useful for social data analysis, and, finally, that the dataset of social media is
cross-lingual, so cross-cultural differences can be studied.
Lewis et al. (2008) also identified the shortcomings of the dataset retrieved from social
media. The major problem is ambiguity, as meaning can be changed with respect to a
situation. Moreover, user profiles are often fake or incomplete in social media and any
experiments on this dataset only reflect findings related to existing users of social media,
excluding the vast majority of people from the analysis. From their experimental results,
it was found that, although not all users provide information for all the available profile
variables, the response rate for cultural issues is reasonably high (more than 60%).
Another characteristic of social media data worth noting is the tendency of users to
communicate through social media to use non-standard forms of language that disregard
grammar, punctuation and spelling rules. Creswell et al. (2007) annotated the corpus by
analyzing the characteristics of noise in the text for Chat Corpus from an informal
business meeting which reflects the nature of noise in social media data. The authors also
investigated the key properties of noise in Chat which are relevant and applicable to any
social media. Although the noisy nature of social media is a challenge for culture
analysis, it can also work as an asset as, arguably, some noise can be a very good
indicator for culture analysis. For example, the Hindi words related to 'Love and
Relationships' written in English are noisy words (the word 'pyair' is a hindi word written
in English which is used by Indians for representing the word 'love') as they are defunct
according to the English dictionary but they are useful in delineating Indian culture as
these types of noise may not be found in the case of Americans, for instance.
Culture analysis with respect to love discussions requires the extraction of all posts
related to this domain and analysis of cultural features for cross-cultural comparison.
Therefore, user intention is another significant factor to take into account for culture. Java
et al. (2007) present a brief taxonomy of user intentions in the Twitter microblogging
community. Findings showed that most posts on Twitter concern daily routines or what
people are currently doing. Therefore, such media can be useful for event databases or
ontologies. However, there are blogs where people discuss love and relationships.
Therefore, social blogs and Love Forum can be more useful for culture analysis with
respect to 'Love and Relationship'.
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Considering the above characteristics, we opted to utilize Love Forum and Social blogs
as potential social media for culture analysis, first conducting a broad study of cultural
differences with short messages from Love Forums and then narrowing it down to a more
specific culture analysis study considering the long text of blogs.
2.1.2 Social Media Corpus for Culture Analysis
For culture analysis through social media, on top of traditional corpora used for linguistic
analysis, some further levels of information are required. In particular, as has been stated
previously, a Social Media Corpus which is (i) large in volume, (ii) domain specific and
(iii) and contains geo-Location Information is required. Unfortunately, there is no social
media corpus with all these properties available for culture research and most notably,
geo-location information is often missing. There are freely available social media corpora
for Del.icio.us and Flickr but these social media are mainly tag-based. Although the tags
used in these social media are social in nature, there is clear distinction between tag and
text. The tag does not reflect variation of user culture in the context of culture analysis.
For culture analysis in the 'Love and Relationship' domain, text produced naturally in
social media instead of user tags is required.
One possible option for corpus selection can be from 'Chat Rooms' as people usually
discuss private life issues in personal chat. The most widely used Chat Corpus for
research is NPS Chatting Corpus.11 Although this corpus can be very convenient for
culture analysis, the size of the corpus (total 10,567 posts) is very small and will be even
smaller after extracting 'Love and Relationship' domain-specific posts. Moreover, geolocation information is not part of annotation in this corpus, which is crucial for culture
analysis.
The increasing popularity of publicly accessible blogs offers an unprecedented
opportunity to harvest information from texts authored by hundreds of thousands of
written posts. The most widely used corpus in the field of blog research is the Blog
Authorship Corpus,12 which comprises posts of 19,320 bloggers. The posts are gathered
from the website named 'blogger.com' providing a total of 681,288 posts. However, this
corpus is neither domain-specific nor does it contain geo-location.
11http://faculty.nps.edu/cmartell/NPSChat.htm
12 u.cs.biu.ac.il /~koppel /BlogCorpus.htm
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Consequently, for the purposes of our study we needed build two corpora from two
different types of social media, namely, love forum and social blog. Both of these corpora
are large in volume, domain-specific to love and contain geo-location for users.
2.1.3 Corpus Creation
Social media has particular characteristics, which need to be considered for corpus
creation. The main components for a corpus building tool for culture analysis of social
media can be: (i) a Crawler, which takes the URL of a blog or Forum as input and returns
all the URLs of user posts or messages found on them (ii) a Post Text Extractor, which
takes the URL of a post as input and extracts user text from the body portion of the post
(iii) a Geo-Location Extractor, which automatically extracts the geo-location information
from a given post or message and assigns the country for culture analysis. There are
several Natural Language ToolKit and Corpus Building Tools for preparing corpus for
Language Technology research. However, they have limitations with respect to corpus
creation for culture analysis.
One option for extracting geo-location information from the social media post can be
using the Stanford Name Entity Recognizer.13 However, the tool only identifies whether
or not a term is a name entity but is not equipped to assign a location to its corresponding
country which is crucial for culture analysis. Furthermore, although the BootCaT14 toolkit
is relevant to our research as it extracts terms from a specific domain, it extracts all terms
randomly from a web page via automated Google queries instead of social blogs. The
NLTK python HTML extracts all text from a web page. In our corpus, we are concerned
with the text of a specific part of the web page, more specifically the post body or
message ignoring other detail.
Along with the concepts and ideas of these existing tools, methods and techniques of the
corpus linguistic need to be taken into account and a series of tools for automatically
creating a social media corpus for culture analysis must be developed.

13 http://nlp.stanford.edu/software/CRF-NER.shtml
14 http://bootcat.sslmit.unibo.it/
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2.2 Cultural Features for Culture Analysis
It is important to review the research work related to cultural analysis using different
types of cultural features. In the following section the cultural features used in those
studies and their limitations with respect to our work are detailed. How the ideas of these
studies can be extended for selecting cultural features are also explained.
2.2.1 Features used in Psychological Research on Culture Analysis
Hofstede’s (1984, 2001) work on cultural dimensions has been regarded as a most
promising paradigm in the field of cross-cultural research. He classified country with
respect to five work-related cultural values, which have been frequently cited by
researchers in the past few decades. The dimensions are:
Power Distance Index (PDI): Power and inequality are fundamental facts of any society
and anybody with some international experience will be aware that no societies are equal
and, in some cases, disparity is extreme.
Individualism (IDV): The fact that, in some cultures, everyone is expected to look after
him/herself and his/her immediate family whereas, in others, people are integrated into
strong in-groups, often extended families.
Masculinity (MAS), versus its opposite femininity, refers to the distribution of roles
between the genders in different culture.
Uncertainty Avoidance Index (UAI): deals with a society's tolerance for uncertainty and
ambiguity, namely that people of some cultures are more emotional whereas the people
of other culture are more tolerant of opinions.
Long Term Orientation (LTO): refers to the fact that although Values associated with
Long Term Orientation are thrift and perseverance, values associated with Short Term
Orientation are respect for tradition and fulfilling social obligations.
Culture analysis with respect to Hofstede's dimensions is extensively used in global
marketing and negotiation research (Shu and Roloff, 2004) because all aspects of
consumer behaviour are culture-bound and there is an increased need to identify and
understand this integration and its impact among different cultures. Through this
research, it has been found that (i) when negotiating in Western countries, the objective is
to work toward a target of mutual understanding and agreement and to 'shake-hands'
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when that agreement is reached - a cultural signal of the end of negotiations and the start
of 'working together' and (ii) In Middle Eastern countries, much negotiation takes place
leading into the 'agreement', signified by shaking hands. However, the deal is not
complete in Middle Eastern culture.
Although the Hofstede Model of Cultural Dimensions can be of great use when it comes
to analyzing a country’s culture, which is the main goal of our research, it has several
limitations. Firstly, how accurate is the data? The data has been collected through
questionnaires, which has several limitations. Secondly, is the data up to date? How
much does the culture of a country change over time, either by internal or external
influences? Mingyi Wu (2006) re-examined Hofstede’s cultural dimensions by collecting
data from one Eastern culture, Taiwan, and one Western Culture, the United States. The
results of this study suggested that work-related cultural values in a specific culture are
not static and can evolve. There is correlation between political, societal, and economic
environment changes and people's cultural values. Thus, many cultural theories should be
updated and re-evaluated periodically - a need, which is not considered in Hofstede's
dimensions.
The limitations of Hofstede’s cultural dimensions are significant for our work as we aim
to use data from naturally occurring discussions instead of questionnaire-based survey
and to redo the data collection and culture analysis process automatically if people's
cultural values change over time. Therefore, from Hofstede’s research, we adopt the
underlying idea of using cultural features for a country's culture analysis for this work.
Instead of question-answer based surveys, cultural analysis on social media is extended
using a different set of cultural features which can be automatically extracted and
analyzed, rejecting the traditional and manual methods. As the process is automatic, if the
cultural theories are updated periodically then it can be easily re-evaluated by taking a
new set of data, which requires minimum human intervention.
2.2.2 Culture Features used in Virtual Human Research
It is, at this point, useful to review research work for developing a model for simulating
cultural differences in the conversational behaviour of virtual agents. Several research
works in the field of behaviour of virtual agents, which can be considered to be closely
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related to the present study, have been carried out. Traum (2009) presents a model for
simulating cultural differences in the conversational behaviour of virtual agents. Virtual
Humans are artificial agents which include both a visual body with a human-like
appearance, a range of observable behaviours, and a cognitive component that can make
decisions and control the behaviours in order to engage in human-like activities. Virtual
humans can have roles with respect to culture as artifacts that have been designed
according to the guidelines of a specific culture (Traum, 2009). It is therefore important
for the virtual agents to behave in a culturally-appropriate manner depending on the
location of the virtual experience.
There has been increasing interest in culturally adaptive agents (O’Neill-Brown, 1997).
In most cases the agents are built to target a particular culture. When applying this kind
of agent to a new virtual setting, its behaviour has to be modified. In this research study,
the authors first focused on a small subset of cultural parameters. They created a model
that can express cultural differences in agent’s proxemics, gaze and overlap in turntaking.
This cultural model is an extension of the personality model they used previously for the
agents in face-to-face conversation simulation (Jan and Traum, 2005). They assigned the
values for these cultural parameters based on reviewed literature to model AngloAmerican, Spanish-speaking Mexican and Arab agents. To test whether the differences
are salient to the user in a virtual world, they performed an experiment where they
showed multi-party conversations based on different cultural models to subjects from
different cultural backgrounds and asked them to rate the realism of overall animation,
agent’s proxemics, gaze behaviour and pauses in turntaking with respect to their culture.
The culture analysis on Virtual Agents focused on investigating cultural variation of nonverbal behaviour in conversation. They presented the data used to create the model and
an example XML representation of the cultural parameters. In the current study, we have
utilized the underlying idea of using cultural features in the field of a country's culture
analysis from social media data. Instead of using non-verbal behaviours in conversation
(for example, parameters for differences in proxemics, gaze and overlap in turntaking) as
a culture feature, we have adopted features from the written text of the people of different
cultures (language). More specifically, the features of language (term and topic) extracted
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from social media data of different cultures have been used as cultural features for crossculture analysis.

2.3 Culture Analysis through Language
This section explains the art of cross-cultural analysis with respect to language as a
medium and social media as a data source by reviewing several research works for
culture analysis using terms and topics as culture features of language and arguing that
both of these can be potential features for culture analysis with respect to language.
2.3.1 Emotion Terms as Culture Features
Despite a significant amount of attention by academic researchers, as represented in
various social media networks, no work has been invested in the field of culture analysis
from social media through emotions analysis to date. There have been several works on
culture analysis through emotions in psychological research but the method and analysis
process of those methods are traditional, manual, time-consuming and they ignore any
changes in people's cultural values.
Kitayama et al. (2000) analyzed cross-cultural similarities and differences amongst
Japanese and American college students using emotions as cultural features. The work is
related to the current study as it considers emotions as potential features for culture
analysis. The authors claimed that culture can determine the origin, content, and intensity
of one’s emotional experience. They reported that the reported frequency of positive
emotions was considerably higher than negative emotions for Americans. They also
found cross-cultural differences in terms of the intensity of emotions, with Japanese
respondents reporting lower intensity levels of both positive and negative affect than
American ones.
Kitayam’s study shows the potential of using emotions for cross-cultural research.
However, there are several limitations to this approach as the experiment was conducted
on the basis of a questionnaire. From this research, we adopt the underlying idea of using
the positivity or negativity of an emotion and its strength as a feature for cross-culture
analysis. The advantages of our approach over Kitayama’s are: (i) users of social media
are worldwide so any culture can be analyzed and data for experiments can be collected
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from the vast amount of participants from each culture, (ii) it contains user posts in a
variety of domains related to social and political issues. Emotion analysis can be
concentrated on a specific domain where emotion is the main content of discussion, (iii)
the data collection process and analysis can be fully automatic with re-evaluation
mechanism periodically.
Gareis and Wilkins's (2009) research aimed to understand emotional expression by
focusing on the declaration of love and studying its expression across cultures. The work
is particularly relevant to the current study as it considered love for culture analysis.
'Culture and Love' emotion research often focuses on the frequency and values associated
with love expression. The results of the experiment indicated that the use of the locution
“I love you” fluctuates greatly across cultures. It is used exclusively for romantic
declarations of love in some cultures, but has a much wider distribution in others.
Furthermore, non-native speakers are found to use the locution “I love you” more in
English than their native language.
Another study using emotions was conducted by Horton et al. (2009). The author
examined cultural differences in expressions of love between Americans, and the EastAsian cultures of China, Japan, and Korea. Specifically, they did their research to find
similarities and differences in the activities, beliefs, emotions, and expressions of love in
friendship and marriage. Most of the participants responded in English and findings of
the research concluded that (i) emotions, happiness, warmth and other types of positive
emotions were common to Americans and East-Asians; (ii) caring was more common
among American respondents, while trust was associated more with East-Asians; (iii)
Americans and East-Asians reported that caring, trust, respect, and honesty were all
important beliefs about love in friendship; (iv) in contrast, love in marriage was seen in
more absolute terms for Americans, while East-Asians were more likely to report trust
and caring as important; and (v) American and East-Asian respondents expressed love to
a friend through acts of support, open discussion, and the sharing of common
experiences. All respondents reported that they express love to a spouse through physical
intimacy, acts of support, and expressions of love such as “I love you” and “I miss you.”
However, the studies comprised using traditional and manual methods.
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The research studies on 'emotion and culture' and 'cultural and love' discussed above
show that culture has a great influence on love expression or discussion. However, as has
been said, no work has been invested in the field of culture analysis from social media
through emotions analysis to date, encouraging the need for the focus of the current
study, which extends the idea of using love and emotion in the field of culture analysis
from a social media point of view, where love expressions and discussions are
automatically collected, emotions are extracted from the text and, finally, from the
emotion analysis, cross-cultural similarities and differences are reported.
2.3.2 Topic as a Cultural Feature
Nakasak et al. (2009) developed a visual interface from multilingual blogs with a topic
keyword by analyzing cross-lingual/cross-cultural differences in concerns and opinions.
At first, some fifty topic keywords were selected manually from Wikipedia for both
English and Japanese considering that each of them should have a sufficient number of
blog feeds.
For each topic, the system selects four parameters: the number of terms that are closely
related to the topic, the number of the selected blogposts and the total number of
words/morphemes contained in those blogposts. The system selects candidate terms with
respect to the linguistic phenomena of the specific language. The system then
characterizes candidate terms by measuring the total frequency of each term in the
selected blogposts and rating them cross-lingually using a probabilistic method. These
blogposts are ranked by counting the occurrences of the topic name and the related terms
extracted from Wikipedia. The final product of the system is a visual interface which can
represent the cross-lingual and cross-cultural differences in concerns and opinions. In
figure 2.1, the visual interface for the terms 'education' and 'human rights' is shown. The
present study uses a similar approach but analyzing sub- topics in a single topic ('Love
and Relationship') instead of random multiple topics of different kinds and also explores
culture analysis with respect to deep analysis of language and emotion terms used in the
topic.
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Figure 2.1 Visualizing Cross-Lingual/Cross-Cultural Differences in Concerns through multiple topic
analysis (Nakasak et al., 2009)

2.4 Extracting Cultural Features from Corpora
After defining cultural features, it is necessary to extract culture features from social
media and to analyze cross-cultural similarities and differences on the basis of that and,
more specifically, to extract emotional content and subtopics of 'Love and Relationship'
from 'Love Messages' of Love Forum and user posts from local blogs originating from
India and America. This section details recent research works and reviews the existing
tools and techniques related to (i) emotion extraction from social media and (ii) topics
extraction from social media.
2.4.1 Emotion Terms Extraction from Social Media
Strapparava and Mihalcea (2008) conducted experiments concerned with the automatic
analysis of emotions in text. They constructed a large dataset annotated for six basic
emotions: anger, disgust, fear, joy, sadness and surprise, using knowledge-based and
corpus-based methods for the automatic identification of these emotions in text. As a
knowledge-based approach, they implemented a simple algorithm that checks the
presence of these direct affective words in the headlines, and computes a score that
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reflects the frequency of the words in this affective lexicon in the text. As an effective
lexicon they used WordNetAffect15 which is an extension of the WordNet16 database. As
a corpus-based approach they also conducted experiments relying on blog entries from
LiveJournal.com using a collection of blogposts annotated with moods that were mapped
to the six emotions used in the classification. They constructed the corpus consisting of
the distribution over the six emotions. The current study uses the knowledge-based
approach similar to this research work in which the words of affective lexicon
WordNetAffect are classified into two groups: ‘Positive Emotion’ and ‘Negative
Emotion’ by using the annotation of the lexicon. Followed by this, the presence of the
words of Positive and Negative emotions is checked with the user terms of different
cultures extracted from their blogposts on 'Love and Relationship' domain.
Another corpus-based approach for emotion extraction from the text is the work of
Mihalcea & Liu (2006) in which they employed ‘linguistic ethnography’ to seek out
where happiness lies in our everyday lives. Similarly to the former research, they also
used a collection of blogposts from LiveJournal.com, annotated with happy and sad
moods. They trained a Naïve Bayes text classifier over unigram features and evaluated
the classification accuracy in a five-fold cross-validation experiment. They also identified
the happiness-factor associated with the most salient words in the corpus. They started
with the features identified as important by the Naïve Bayes classifier by selecting all
those features that had a total corpus frequency higher than 150, and consequently they
calculated the happiness factor of a word as the ratio between the number of occurrences
in the happy blogposts and the total frequency in the corpus.
Unlike Mihalcea & Liu’s approach, the present study uses the knowledge-based approach
for extracting emotions from the blogposts of different cultures. As the blogposts from
LiveJournal.com are not annotated with geo-location information, blogposts of different
cultures related to love are accessible from blogcatalog.com, a blog search engine which
has several advantages for accessing culture specific blogs. Although we did not adopt
this approach for emotion extraction from text, the concept of analyzing highly frequent
salient words in different ways, as they did for calculating the happiness factor, is used as
are highly frequent emotion words as cultural features. For the purposes of this study, we
15 http://wndomains.fbk.eu/wnaffect.html
16 http://wordnet.princeton.edu/
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extracted emotion words that are highly frequent and commonly found in all cultures as
one of the cultural features for cross-cultural analysis.
2.4.2 Topic Extraction from Social Media
Topic models have been used in various applications of Natural Language Processing,
such as predicting response to political webposts (Yano et al., 2009), analyzing academic
emails (Mc-Callum et al., 2007) and analyzing voting records. The most widely-used
method in this research is the standard Näive Baye's model, where the assumption is,
each document belongs to exactly one topic, and each topic is associated with a
probability distribution over words (Mitchell, 1997). Although this single-topic approach
is sufficient for classification tasks, it is often limiting for unsupervised grouping of
semantically-related words into topics. A better assumption is that each document is a
mixture of topics. For example, a discussion about a shopping may include topics about
the shoes, dress and price. The Topic model called 'Probabilistic Latent Semantic
Indexing' (PLSI) (Hofmann, 1999) is one such model in which the limitation is labeling
previously unseen documents. Blei et al. (2003) resolved the issue by explaining Latent
Dirichlet Allocation (LDA) in which the probabilities have Dirichlet priors, which results
in more reasonable mixtures. The current study employs LDA to discussion topics in
'Love and Relationship' and that could help identify cultural differences or similarities.

2.5 Cross-Culture Analysis
Language is the medium of our analysis and we extract: (i) terms and (ii) topics from the
language and use them for culture analysis. In this section, the method of culture analysis
with respect to the proposed features will be outlined. First a review of the research work
on culture analysis with respect to term analysis will be provided and then a method for
analyzing cross-cultural similarities and differences with respect to the topic analysis in
love discussion will be outlined.
2.5.1 Culture Analysis with respect to Term analysis
Nagarajan et al. (2009) analyzed similarities and differences between male and female
profiles through term analysis of online dating systems. They used Linguistic Inquiry
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Word Count (LIWC), to study links between language and personality traits. LIWC
covers over 4500 words in psychological, personal, paralinguistic and punctuation
categories. The LIWC text analysis program analyzes text samples on a word-by-word
basis, comparing each word to those in 80 categories. The percentage of total words
found in each category is recorded as a variable for every text sample. The LIWC reads
one target word at a time, searches the dictionary file for that word and, if the target word
matches the dictionary word, the appropriate word category is assigned. On the basis of
experimental results, they found that women use the word 'kiss' more than men. They
also made an observation regarding the rate of use of tentative words (the words related
to uncertainty and hesitation, for example ‘maybe’, ‘perhaps’, ‘guess’) between males
(2.6% of all words used by men) and females (2.2% of all words used by women).It
seems men are trying to appear attractive in the on-line profile world by temporizing their
language using more tentative words. This study shows promising results of using terms
analysis for different groups of people. Table 2.1 shows the percentage of all words used
by men and women that fall into each LIWC category found in their experiments.
Table 2.1 Percentage of all words used by men and women (Nagarajan

et al., 2009)

In the current research study, we used sentiments and emotions as culture features and
analyzed cross-culture similarities and differences with respect to them. Instead of LIWC
dictionary we used a dictionary of emotion groups constructed from three emotion
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corpora SentiWordNet3,17 WordNetAffect1.1 and SemEval 2007,18 to analyze user terms
of different cultures. Furthermore, the study extended the idea of using similar words
(words used by all groups) and different words (words used by a specific group) instead
of only all terms of a group.
2.5.2 Culture Analysis with respect to Topic Analysis
Paul and Girju (2005) presented an analysis on the detection of cultural differences from
people’s experiences from two perspectives: those of tourists and locals on blogs and
forums. They developed an LDA (Latent Dirichlet Allocation) based probabilistic model
and claim that such a model provides a good framework for culture analysis. In their
experiment, they considered data concerning three different countries, from the UK
forum, Singapore forum and India Forum. They modeled their dataset with 50 topics and
which were characterized with respect to words related to them. For example, the topic
on weather was characterized by words like weather, rain and snow. They analyzed the
culture difference by looking at these topics and their findings showed that (i) for the
topic 'fashion', 'shoes' are popular in the UK; leather and jewellery are more popular in
India and Singapore bloggers seem to focus on prices and the shopping aspect of apparel;
(ii) for topic 'pets', the British slightly prefer dogs and Singaporeans slightly prefer cats
and Singaporeans have an affinity with small animals, considering the presence of
hamsters and rabbits; (iii) for topic 'religion', Christianity is common to all of them, but
Hinduism is prominent in India. Their main findings for the topic 'fashion' and 'pet
animal' are exhibited in Table 2.2.

17http://sentiwordnet.isti.cnr.it/
18http://nlp.cs.swarthmore.edu/semeval/
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Table 2.2 A sample of topics induced on a set of blogs from 3 countries (Paul and Girju, 2005)

The main idea of this approach was to use LDA (Latent Dirichlet Allocation) to find a
mixture of topics from blogs and analyze culture. They used the first page of each blog
and analyzed topics which are clearly recognizable from the list of words, for example
pet animal (cat, dog).
In the current study we aimed to take culture analysis to a new dimension using abstract
topics (emotions and feelings) instead of concrete topics (for example food, fashion and
pet animal) as were used by Paul and Girju (2005). Therefore one challenge was to
characterize topics from words which may not be as clear cut and significant as concrete
topics but rather ambiguous and can create overlap. A further extension was the use of
scoring methods instead of just looking into the topics. LDA was employed to identify
other terms that indicate discussion topics in 'Love and Relationship' and that could help
to identify cultural differences or similarities.
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3
Methodology
In this chapter, a general methodology of culture analysis using 'love and relationship' as
a domain, social media as data source and language as a medium is outlined. There are
three main requirements of cross-culture analysis using language as a medium, namely
corpus preparation from social media, cultural feature extraction from the corpus, and
cross-culture analysis with respect to these features. The overall architecture of our
methodology is shown in figure 3.1, which is divided into three modules.
(i) The module 'Corpus Creator' takes social media as input and prepares the corpus for
culture analysis.
(ii) The module 'Feature Extractor' takes social media corpora as input and extracts
cultural features from them.
(iii) The module 'Cross-Culture Analyzer' classifies the cultural features into three groups
(All, Shared and Unique) for analyzing similarities and differences across cultures. The
sections and subsections of this chapter are divided into discussions of these three main
actions of culture analysis through language.
The first section discusses the characteristics of social media and the methodology of
corpus creation from social media. Following this, the cultural features used for crosscultural analysis are detailed along with the methods for extracting them from social
media corpora. In the third section, the method of cross-cultural analysis is outlined. For
the purposes of the current study, two social media and several cultures are focused on
through three experiments implementing the methodologies which are discussed in detail
in the fourth section.

3.1 Corpus Preparation from Social Media
This section outlines the properties of the corpus for culture analysis as well as the social
media, considered focusing on their advantages for cross-culture analysis. The section
describes the characteristics of these social media as related to culture analysis, the
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corpus building tool and its components for corpus creation and the method of corpus
creation using this tool.

Figure 3.1.The overall architecture of culture analysis from social media

3.1.1 Characteristic of Forums and Blogs for Culture Analysis
This section is focused on explaining the characteristics of Forum and blogs for culture
analysis providing definitions of 'home page', 'internal page', 'blog page' and 'post content'
of these social media in order to use them for the corpus building tool.
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3.1.1.1 Forum
For culture analysis with respect to short messages, one option can be the 'Chat Room'
corpus, for example NPS Chat Corpus. But the corpus has no geo-location information
tagged. Therefore, in order to carry out the desired experiments on forum and global view
on love, a corpus from a popular love forum called '1 million love messages' has been
constructed. Activated since 2006, there are more than 1570 love messages. Users of
these social media are worldwide and the messages contain interesting topics, such as
love messages, love songs, and love wishes amongst others. As it is a forum of love
discussion, it is already domain-specific to 'Love and Relationship'. The messages of this
forum are mainly written in English, though some are written with combination of
English and other languages. For example, Spanish, Italian and German are often used in
messages from European users. Most are short messages but there are also long messages
too. The geo-location information is located at the top right hand corner of a message and
it contains: (i) the name, age and location of the user and (ii) the name, age and location
of the receiver.
Figure 3.2 presents two sample messages from the Love Forum: Love Messages 1548
and 1457. The geo-location of the person who posted message 1548 and the receiver are
both UK based. In the case of Message 1457, it is the Philippines and Korea respectively.
Geo-location information is optional when posting. It can be the name of the town or
village or city or country or the region (Asia, Europe) or full postal address. As it is userprovided information, it can be abbreviated, compressed, misspelled and noisy, and
therefore incorrect and misleading. Figure 3.3 shows some examples of noisy geolocation information. It is evident that a major portion of noisy locations are identified as
short codes (uae, phil, syd, ca) and misspellings (brasil, scotlnd). Some are part of the
name of the location (cape, saudi, kuala). Also, locations are found written in other
languages (espaã±a, italia). Consequently, the main challenge for building a corpus from
a Love Forum is extracting geo-location information from the messages considering all
these different types of representation of locations.
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Figure 3.2 Sample messages from Love Forum

uae (abbreviated form) refers to the United Arab Emirates
usa (abbreviated form) refers to the United States
phil (abbreviated form) refers to the Philippines.
uk (abbreviated form) refers to the United Kingdom
(abbreviation)
ca (abbreviated form) refers to Canada.
dhabi (incomplete form)refers to a city name Abu Dhabi of
the United Arab Emirates.
syd nsw (short code) refers to city of Australia.
kuala (incomplete form) refers to capital of Malaysia.
saudi (incomplete form) refers to Saudi Arabia.
cape (incomplete form) refers to capital of South Africa.
jersey (incomplete form) refers to a state in United States.
hong (incomplete form) refers to a city in China.
states (abbreviated form) refers to United States.

syd (short code) refers to city of Australia

bosnia (incomplete form) refers to Bosnia
and Herzegovina.
24b8217lore (misspelled or typo) refers to
city of Lahore in Pakistan.
M8217sia (misspelled or typo) refers to
Malaysia.
brasil (misspelled or typo) refers to Brazil.
espaã±a (written in spanish) refers to Spain.
scotlnd (misspelled ) refers to Scotland
italia (written in italian language) refers to
Italy:
catmandoo (misspelled) refers to the capital
of Nepal:
soain (misspelled or typo)refers to Spain and
so on.

Figure 3.3 Example of noisy geo-location information

3.1.1.2 Social Blog
For culture analysis of long text or capturing personal views in social media, one option
can be the Blog Authorship Corpus but this corpus is neither domain specific nor does it
contain geo-location. Therefore, the study used blogs accessible from blogcatalog.com, a
blog search engine which has several advantages for creating culture-specific blog
corpora as: it provides a list of blogs with respect to search parameter; it is categorized
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into over 1412 different domains or directories (i.e. Art, Food, Education and so on) and
further with respect to several languages (i.e. English, German, Hindi).
Figure 3.4 presents the blog search engine with three parameters: English as language,
'Love and Relationship' as domain and India as country of origin. By using the search
engine, blogs related to 'Love and Relationship' originating from any country from the
world can be accessed. Each blog has a 'home page' which contains information about the
theme of the blog and the blogger as well as several internal pages (referred to as 'internal
page') which contain the post URLs and snapshot of posts. If we explore a post URL,
then we will get a page (referred to as 'post page') which contains the detail text of the
post (called 'post content') with comments and remarks.
Figures 3.5(a), (b) and (c) present the 'home page', 'internal page' and 'post page' of an
Indian blog. In figure 3.5 (a) the 'home page' reveals that the blog is about affection, love
and relationships. In figure 3.5(b), an 'internal page' contains snapshots of two different
posts (marked with a red rectangle) and their URLs (highlighted in blue). Exploring a
post URL reveals a page containing the detailed text of the post. The 'post page' of the
figure 3.5(c) contains the 'post content' of the post titled 'How to understand Love??'
As there are lots of different blogs, there can be several formats of meta-data for
extracting 'internal page', 'post page' and 'post content'. The main challenge is defining
regular expressions for crawling internal 'blog pages', 'post pages' and 'post content' of
Indian and American blogs.
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Figure 3.4 The Blog Search Engine

Figure 3.5(a) The 'home page' of the blog
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Figure 3.5(b) A Internal 'blog page' contains Post URLs (rectangle with red marked)and snapshots of Posts
(circle with blue marked)

Figure 3.5(c) A 'Post Page' contains detail text of a post

3.1.2 Corpus Building Tool
In this section, we describe corpus building tool and their components for corpus creation
considering the above characteristics of social media. It is now necessary to detail the
overall architecture of our corpus building tool and its individual components, which can
be seen in figure 3.6. The corpus building tool consists of five components, namely (i)
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Post URL Crawler, (ii) Post Country Extractor, (iii) Country-Post Mapper, (iv) Culture
Divider, (v) Post Content Extractor.

Figure 3.6 Corpus Creation from Love Forum and Social Blogs

3.1.2.1 Post URL Crawler
The developed crawler begins its crawling from the URL of the 'home page' of the social
media and then traverses all the 'internal pages' of that social media automatically. For
each 'internal page', it extracts all the URLs (links) of the posts or messages and filters
them by removing duplicate URLs. In this way, it returns a collection of URLs of all
posts or messages of a social media. For finding the URL of the 'internal page' from
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'home page' and the URL of a post from 'internal page', it uses regular expressions. The
input of the crawler is the social media’s URL and the output is a set of all the posts or
messages URLs. The crawler is referred to as 'Post URL Crawler'. Figure 3.7 presents the
architecture of the 'Post URL Crawler' whereby the crawler traverses all 'internal pages'
of a social blog’s URL, extracts all URLs of the posts, filters duplicate URLs and finally
returns a set of URLs of posts or messages for analysis.

Figure 3.7 The task of Post URL Crawler

3.1.2.2 Post Country Extractor
The Post Country Extractor extracts geo-location, or more specifically the country of the
message poster. It is necessary, at this point, to analyze the characteristics of the user
provided geo-location information found in social media. From the manual analysis of
the user provided geo-location information in Forums, it was found that social media
users express their locations in several ways. For instance, the user provided location in
social media can be the name of a small town (Juan in Philippines); city (Baghdad,
Barcelona); short code of a city (NY referring to New York, syd referring to Sydney);
country short code (USA, UK); a misspelled form of a location (Phillipns instead of
Philippines) or an incomplete form of a place (Dabi in the United Arab Emirates).
The aim is to map this information to a country. To this end, we can employ the
Alexandria Digital Library Gazetteer Namelist (1999), which is one of the most widely
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used corpora in the field of location identifications in Name Entity Recognition
application. It is a geographical dictionary or director of places and place-names which
simply identifies a term with a location but cannot map the location to its corresponding
country. For instance, the location 'Calcutta' is user provided information extracted from
social media and it matches with one of the locations in Alexandria Digital Library
Gazetteer Namelist, but it can not be mapped to its country (India) as there is no mapping
information in this dataset.
Another freely available corpus for location identification is MaxMind19 location which
provides valuable knowledge about Internet visitors in real-time. The corpus includes
Country, City, Accent City, Region, Latitude and Longitude information on a location.
As it contains location-to-country mapping information, it can be a potential dataset for
extracting country information from user provided geo-location information in social
media. To extend the previous example, 'Calcutta' is user provided information found in
social media which matches with one of the MaxMind locations so it can be mapped to
India with help of the two-letter country code ('in') attached to the location in the dataset.
Figure 3.8 shows some entities of the Alexandria Digital Library Gazetteer Namelist and
MaxMind location dataset. It can be seen that there are limitations to the Alexandria
Digital Library Gazetteer Namelist and advantages of instead using MaxMind location.
However, the MaxMind location dataset has two shortcomings in that it includes all
villages and towns of the world making the dataset very large (for example, there are
141989 locations for the United States of America alone) and the locations are highly
ambiguous. For example, 'Delhi' is mapped to India, to USA as a town, to Canada as a
town. The locations of the dataset are in alphabetic order so if we want to assign 'Delhi' to
its country, we will get Canada as first choice from this dataset.

19 http://www.maxmind.com/app/worldcities
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adlgaz-1-6032432-7d|Calcote Cemetery|1999-07-23
adlgaz-1-6533329-0e|Calcott School|1999-08-31
adlgaz-1-3695787-4c|Calcotte|1998-12-05
adlgaz-1-1921029-3b|Calcouchi, Crique|1998-12-04
adlgaz-1-4235977-72|Calcrito|1998-12-07
adlgaz-1-1921030-3d|Calcul, Montagne|1998-12-04
adlgaz-1-2307922-47|Calcules|1998-12-04
adlgaz-1-2307925-77|Calcules|1998-12-04
adlgaz-1-1650787-4a|Calcurrupe, Punta|1998-12-04
adlgaz-1-1650788-5a|Calcurrupe, Rio|1998-12-04
….....

in,calata,Calata,33,15.3,73.9166667
in,calate,Calate,33,15.3,73.9166667
in,calcutta bagh bazar,Calcutta Bagh
Bazar,28,22.6,88.3666667
in,calcutta ballygunge,Calcutta
Ballygunge,28,22.5333333,88.3666667
in,calcutta bara bazar,Calcutta Bara
Bazar,28,22.5666667,88.35
in,calcutta,Calcutta,28,22.5697222,88.369722
2
…......

(a) Alexandria Digital Library Gazetteer Namelist
(b)MaxMind Locations Dataset
Figure 3.8 Existing Corpus for Location Identification

For solving the MaxMind dataset’s ambiguity issue, our approach is to assign a location
to its most likely country first and then check the rest of the locations with MaxMind
dataset. For example, assigning 'Delhi' with India is a more likely location than 'Delhi'
with USA. This problem is only for the locations that are found in several places of the
world. In order to assign a location to its most usual locations, three mapping wordlists
are built: (i) a word list which contains mapping information from major locations to their
corresponding countries. For preparing these lists, a crawler which travels Wikipedia
pages containing state-country, city-country, capital-country information and extracts the
mapping list using regular expression is used. This list contains only major locations. For
example, it contains state-country mapping (for example, a list of all states of India) and
capital/major-cities-country mapping from Wikipedia (Delhi-India, Frankfurt-Germany).
After this a word list is built from MaxMind location dataset which contains the mapping
information from a location to country and then after manual analysis of the noise in user
provided information, another mapping list is made which maps incomplete, misspelled,
abbreviated or compressed forms of

some major cities and countries to their

corresponding country.
Finally, a Matcher, which matches a location from social media with the LocationCountry Wordlist mentioned above and finally returns its country information, is
developed. For assigning a location 'Calcutta', for instance, to its country, the matcher
takes the word 'Calcutta' and matches it with the Wiki Location Country WordList or
MaxMind Location Country WordList or Noisy Country WordList and returns the
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corresponding country 'India'.
Figure 3.9 illustrates the overall process of extracting country information from a 'blog
page'. The process of this diagram can be explained as follows:
(i) Extract user geo-location information from the 'post page'.
(ii) Match the user provided locations with the mapping wordlist (region&country,
state&country, capital/major-cities& country) built from Wikipedia.
(iii) If matched, then assign the corresponding country. If the location is popular then the
related country is assigned in the first phase of matching.
(iv) If not matched, then match with the locations of MaxMind Dataset. If matched, then
assign the corresponding country.
(v) If user's given location does not match in step (iii) and (iv), then it is either an invalid
location or noisy text in which case match the location with the noisy location mapping
list and assign corresponding country.

Figure 3.9 Post Country Extractor
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3.1.2.3 Country-Post Mapper
The Country Information and Post URL Mapper maps the post URLs extracted in by
'Post URL Crawler' and the country information extracted by 'Post Country Extractor'
together. It builds a tuple <(C1,U1),(C1,U1),(C1,U1),.......(Cm,Um)> where C1 is the name of
the country and U1 is the URL of the post. Figure 3.10 presents some examples of this
pairing. The country information (Bangladesh, Pakistan, USA and United Kingdom) is
extracted from user provided geo-location information (Bangladesh, Lahore, Texas and
London) by using the component 'Post Country Extractor' and the post URL for Love
Messages 1165, 1575, 682 and 1654 are extracted by the 'Post URL Crawler'. The
motivation for mapping country information and the post URL together is to group posts
URL of a culture before extracting 'post content' thereby minimizing the task of 'post
content' extraction as post URLs (links) other than these are ignored. For example if
Europe is defined as a culture group for our analysis then we separate the posts of
European countries first and then extract 'post content'. If we do not use South America
as a culture group then we can escape traversing the URLs related to this group which
makes the post content extraction task fast.
Mapping(Bangladesh, http://www.1millionlovemessages.com/2009/04/love-message-1165.html)
Mapping(Pakistan, http://www.1millionlovemessages.com/2008/05/love-message-1575.html)
Mapping(USA, http://www.1millionlovemessages.com/2008/05/love-message-682.html)
Mapping(United Kingdom, http://www.1millionlovemessages.com/2008/05/love-message-1654.html)
….........................................................................................................................................
…........................................................................................................................................
Figure 3.10 Country Information and Post URL Mapper for Love Forum

3.1.2.4 Culture Divider
The main task of this module is to group the posts with respect to culture of our analysis.
The component takes the list of all tuples (Country Information, Post URL) and groups
them with respect to the culture group of our analysis.
3.1.2.5 Post Content Extractor
From the list of pairs (Country Information, Post URL) of a culture, the Post Content
Extractor traverses each 'post page' and extracts 'post content' ignoring other page detail.
Following manual analysis of 'post pages', several formats of meta datasets for 'post
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content' extraction were found. On the basis of the syntax, we define a regular expression
and extract 'post content' from a page. After extracting 'post content' from a post URL,
the country information of that post and the 'post content' are stored in files in XML
format. In this way a corpus of social media of each culture with their geo-location
information is gained.
We developed the corpus building tool by combining the above five components. The
input of the tool is social media and output is social media corpus for culture analysis.
The corpus building tool used regular expression in different layers.

3.1.3 Corpus Preparation
The corpus creation tool is capable of creating a corpus from two types of social media,
namely a global forum or discussion board where user geo-location information is
provided with posts or a social blog in which the country of origin was previously
extracted with the help of blog search engine. The input of the tool is the URL of the
'home page' of the social media and the output is the culture-specific corpus in XML
format which contains the user text of a post or message and the country information of
the poster. By using the corpus building tool mention in section 3.1.2, for culture Cult1,

Cult2....CultN , we prepare corpus Cor1, Cor2 ,...,CorN where N is the number culture of
our analysis. Each corpus contains all the blogposts or messages of a culture. We denote
blogposts or messages of a culture as Cori = {Pi,1; Pi,2;.....;Pi,Q} where Pi,1 is a blogpost
extracted from Culti and Q is the number of blogposts in the corpus of Culti . Therefore
for culture Cult1, Cult2...CultN

it is Cor1= {P1,1; P1,2;......;P1,Q}, Cor2 = {P2,1;

P2,2;.......;P2,R},........,CorN= {PN,1; PN,2;.......,PN,S}. The process of corpus creation is as
follows:
(i) The input of the corpus creation tool is the URL of 'home page' the social blog. If we
want to extract all the posts or messages of a social media (i.e. a forum), then the input is
the URL of the 'home page' of that social media. If we want to extract all the posts from a
set of social media (for example, blogs) then we have to take the 'home page' of the URL
of each blog of this set. The Post URL Crawler takes a URL and returns the URLs of all
the posts or messages from them.
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(ii)The component 'Post Country Extractor' takes each of the URLs of user posts or
messages and extracts user provided geo-location information. After that, it maps user
provided location to a country with the help of ‘Location-Country WordList' and
'Matcher'. If the country of origin is known then this step is ignored.
(iii)The Country-URL Mapper brings the country information of a post with its URL and
make a tuple of the pair (country information, post URL) for all posts. It is then sent to
the Culture Divider.
(iv).The Culture Divider groups this tuple (country information, post URL) with respect
to the culture groups of our analysis. After that it is fed to the Post Content Extractor.
(v).The Post Content Extractor explores each post URL (or link) of a culture and extracts
'post content'. Finally, the country information and 'post content' are stored in files in
XML format. Through this we prepare corpus for a culture from social media.

3.1.3.1 Corpus Creation from Love Forum
From Love Forum, we were able to extract a total of 1435 URLs of Love Messages. As
the providing geo-location information is optional for posting a message in the Forum,
many users did not add this information. Of 1435 Messages, only 847 Messages are
found with user provided geo-location information. After extracting the country
information from these messages, we got a total of 598 Messages with valid country
information. The user provided information of the remainder of the messages was
inappropriate or noisy or not a location.
The forum messages originated from around the world but they are divisible into five
cultures: India, the Middle East, North America, Europe and South-East Asia ignoring
the URL of the countries than other these groups. We identified 125 love messages from
the Indian-sub continent, 55 posts from Middle Eastern countries, 158 posts from SouthEast Asia, 93 posts from European countries and 92 posts from North American
countries. Following this, the country information and corresponding 'post content' were
extracted and stored in 5 files in XML format. In figure 3.11 we present an example of
our corpus extracted for Culture group Europe.
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3.1.3.2 Corpus Creation from Social Blog
After manual analysis of the blog search engine, it was found that for a set of parameters
- 'Love and Relationship' as Domain, 'English' a Language and 'India' as Country - the
URL of the search page has a uniform syntax. On the basis of that, we defined a regular
expression and accessed the first 150 pages of the search engine for the United States of
America and India individually extracting blog URLs.
After removing duplicate blogs, there were a total of 253 Indian blogs and 7653
American blogs. The URLs of these blogs were then fed to the Post URL Extractor. From
253 Indian blogs, we got total 9406 post URLs. For America, 4000 random blogs from
7653 were traversed gaining a total of 225203 post URLs. As the number of post URLs
for America is too many with respect to Indian post URLs, for normalization, only posts
in which some selected keywords related to 'Love and Relationship' (for example love,
relationship, wedding, gay, lesbian, feel, marriage, man, woman, bride, groom, sex,
dating) are directly found in post titles were kept.
Finally, 10123 posts were utilized for our experiments. The method of the current study
on culture analysis relied on 'Term Analysis' and 'Topic Analysis' from social media,
making, therefore, the number of terms more important than the number of posts. The
reason for using 10123 posts instead of normalizing with equal number of posts of India
(9403) was to keep the number of terms extracted approximately equal.
As we already extracted country information with the help of blog search engine, the
system did not use the module 'Post Country Extractor'. This is the main difference of the
process of preparing corpus from Love Forum and Social Blogs where the country
information can be known with the help of blog search engine. The Culture Divider
groups the pair (country information, Message URL) and the list into two cultures, India
and America. Although we conducted Social blog analysis on two countries, the system
supports also culture group divisions like love forum. For example, it is possible to
extract blogs from several countries from the blog search engine and then combine them
in some culture group like Love Forum.
Finally, 'post content' is extracted and the country information and corresponding 'post
content' are stored in 2 files in XML format. Figure 3.12 presents some examples of our
corpus extracted from India and America. Here exhibited are two posts from India and
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USA dataset.
<2,9>
<UserCountryInfo >
Spain
</UserCountryInfo>
<PostContent>
Puedes besar otros labios, You can kiss other lips, Puedo morirme mañana. I can die tomorrow. Puede
secarse mi alma, One can dry my soul, Pueden borrar mi memoria. They can erase my memory. Pueden
robarme tu historia. They can steal your history from me, Puedes echarme de tu vida. You can throw me of
your life. Puedes negar que me querias, You can deny that you loved me, pero nunca te olvidare, but I will
never forget you. Sabes que nunca te olvidare. You know that I will never forget you. Como olvidar tu
sonrisa. As forgetting your smile. Como olvidar tu mirada. As forgetting your look. Como olvidar que
rezaba. As forgetting that it was praying Para que no te marcharas. So that you were not leaving. Como
olvidar tus locuras. As forgetting your madnesses. Como olvidar que volabas. As forgetting that you were
flying.Como olvidar que aun te quiero As forgetting that I even love you mas que a vivir, mas que a nada.
more than to living, more than to nothing.
<\PostContent>
<\2,9>
Figure 3.11 Corpus of Love Forum for Culture group Europe
<1,10>
<UserCountryInfo >
India
</UserCountryInfo>
<PostContent>
nothing can kill a girl's love for shopping :) the whole weekend i was down with fever. but it failed to stop
me from going out shopping. my husband gifted me a very pretty mangalsutra, which i will start wearing
after our marriage in himachal, according to himachali rituals. hey don&#8217;t get confused we are
already married, we had our court marriage in april this year. but you know parents!

i even had to pop

some medicine on our way home, which we took from the nearest chemist, and it almost knocked me off
for the whole night. when i woke up in the morning i was hysterical. it was 10:30 am and i though its
monday. but then my husband calmed me down and reminded me that it is only sunday. it took me 5
minutes to believe him. anyway, nothing can kill a girl&#8217;s love for shopping. on sunday, too i went
out shopping with mom. though, i did not get a thing for my self and as saturday i had to take medicine.
( this time i took paracetamol)

oh yeah, we even celebrated dad&#8217;s birthday at 12 midnight.:) a day

in advance! we all were thinking it is oct. 7. :d, we made him cut the cake on 6th and even made him
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believe that his birthday is on 6th. :) all in all my weekend was wonderful. :)
<\PostContent>
</1,10>
<1,201>
<UserCountryInfo >
USA
</UserCountryInfo>
<PostContent>
love me always..

labels: poems |

at 1:40 am

love me in the springtime,

when all is green and new, love me in the summer, when the sky is oh so blue, love me in the autumn,
when the leaves are turning brown, love me in the winter, when the snow is falling down.

love me

when i'm happy, and even when i'm sad, love me when i'm good, or when i'm oh so bad, love me when i'm
pretty, or if my face is plain, love me when i'm feeling good, or when i'm feeling pain.

love me always

darlin', in the rain or shining sun, love me always darlin', after all is said and done, love me always darlin',
until all our life is through, love me always darlin', for i'll be lovin' you!
<\PostContent>
</1,201>
Figure 3.12 Corpus of Social Blogs originated from India and USA

3.2 Culture Feature Extraction from Social Media
In our research, we analyze cross-cultural similarities and differences using language as a
medium, 'Love and Relationship' as a domain and social media as a data source. For the
purpose this analysis, we use two features from the language:(i) term and (ii) topic. After
preparing corpus, the goal is to extract culture features from this corpus. In this section,
we explain cultural features and the methods and techniques that we use for extracting
them from social media corpora. Therefore, the section is divided into two subsections,
the first subsection describing the method of term extraction from social media corpora
and the second mentioning the method of extracting Topic from social media corpora.

3.2.1 Terms Extraction from Social Media Corpora
In this section, we define a 'term' in social media and explain its characteristics as cultural
feature followed by outlining the method of extracting terms from social media corpora.
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3.2.1.1 Characteristics of Terms as Culture Features
It is important to outline the characteristics 'Term' as cultural feature and the reasons for
its selection as one of the cultural features in our research and to further focus on emotion
terms and sentiment terms for culture analysis explaining the reasons for selecting them
as cultural features over all terms.
We denote the corpus of a Culti as Cori = {Pi,1; Pi,2;.....;Pi,Q} where Pi,1 is a post and Q is
the total number of posts in the corpus . A post is a collection of words. The unigram
words (that is 'term') of the blogpost are used as one cultural feature for cross-cultural
analysis. We denote the set of terms of a post of Cori as Pi,j= {tj,1; tj,2;....;tj,w} where j is
the index of a post of Cori and w is the number of terms in post Pi,j. Figure 3.13 displays
a sample blogpost containing several terms.

Figure 3.13 Cultural Features (Terms and Topics)

‘Term’ is utilized as culture feature for the several reasons. The similarities and
differences between a community or a group can be analyzed by the usage of specific
types of terms (Nagarajan and Hearst, 2009), there is a difference among communities
with respect to terms they use for communicating their views and intentions (Java et al.,
2007) and the percentage of number of occurrence of terms can represent the crosslingual/cross-cultural differences in concerns and opinions (Nakasak et al., 2009).
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Considering terms as a cultural feature, focus is placed on a particular kind of term for
cross-cultural analysis. In particular, emotion terms and sentiment terms are adopted as
cultural features because, for the study, posts or messages on ‘Love and Relationships’ in
social media are considered and as the main content of love discussion is emotion,
sentiment terms and emotion terms of these posts or messages can be potential feature for
cross-cultural analysis. Furthermore, psychological research has revealed a close
relationship between emotions and culture (cf. section 2.3.1). The emotion terms
expressed in the posts or messages of social media contain the emotions of various types
(anger, fear, sadness, happiness and disgust) with polarities (positive, negative, neutral).
Therefore, the use of these emotion terms may vary cross-culturally.

3.2.1.2 Emotion Lexicon Preparation
The most widely-used dictionary for language and personality traits analysis is the
Linguistic Inquiry Word Count (LIWC) dictionary. The Linguistic Inquiry Word Count
covers over 4500 words from 80 categories which are linguistic, psychological, personal,
paralinguistic or biological and so on. For example, the biological category includes
words related to biological processes (eat, blood, pain). Most of the categories (pronouns,
verbs, tentative words; emotion words) of the LIWC are related to linguistic analysis. The
emotion words of LIWC are not classified into different levels of emotions and their
strengths. Therefore, for the purpose of the deeply analysis of different types of emotions,
we built an Emotion Lexicon or dictionary using three widely used emotion corpus
SentiWordNet3.0, WordNetAffect1.1 and SemEval 2007.
(i) Sentiments vs Emotions
Although it seems that sentiment and emotion are similar in concept, there is a clear
distinction between them. For example, 'life', 'power', 'love', 'death', 'sorry' are sentiment
words but, among them, only 'love' and 'sorry' are emotion words and 'death' are
sentiment words but they are not emotion words. Emotion is a small subset of sentiment.
Like emotions, sentiments are also very important features in 'love discussion'.
(ii) Positive Emotions vs Happiness Emotions
The words related to the happiness emotion form a subset of the words related to positive
emotion. For example 'affection' is a positive emotion but it is not a happiness emotion.
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In order to analyze emotions of love across cultures, both categories have been taken into
account.
(iii) Negative Emotions vs sadness-anger-fear-disgust Emotions
The words related to sadness, anger, fear or disgust emotions form a subset of the words
related to negative emotion. For example 'embarrassment' is a negative emotion but it is
not a sadness, anger, fear or disgust emotion. In order to analyze the negative emotions in
love we used all negative emotions as well as sadness, anger, fear, disgust emotions in
our research.
(iv) Emotions Corpus
In this study, emotion groups cover words in the field of sentiment, direct emotional
state, words related to a specific emotion (words related to happiness an so on) and also
words with respect to emotional strength. Therefore, the emotions of SentiWordNet3.0,
WordNetAffect1.1 and SemEval2007 corpus are classified into several groups and a
lexicon or dictionary is prepared.
One of the goals of culture analysis is to analyze positive and negative sentiments across
culture. In SentiWordNet3.0, each WordNet synset is associated with three numerical
scores Obj(s), Pos(s) and Neg(s), describing how objective, positive, and negative the
terms contained in the synset are. A further reason for using this lexicon is that the
intensity of emotions (strong, medium and weak) can be measured with respect to the
terms’ scores associated in the lexicon. Terms can be divided with respect to strength
which is another goal of our research.
Along with sentiments, culture can be analyzed with respect to positive and negative
emotions which are more clearly related to love. For the purpose analysis,
WordNetAffect1.1 (Strapparava and Valitutti, 2004) is adopted which is an affective
lexical repository of the direct affective words (cheerful /happy, angry/sad). This is an
extension of the WordNet database, including a subset of synsets suitable to represent
affective concepts. As the lexicon contains the direct affect words, it is interesting for our
analysis.
Six basic emotions (anger, fear, joy, fear, surprise, disgust) are considered as they are
more focused emotions for love discussion. For this study, we used SemEval 2007, which
is an emotion corpus where a set of predefined basic emotion labels (e.g. anger, fear joy,
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fear, surprise) classify the titles of News headlines extracted from news web sites (such
as Google news, CNN) with the appropriate emotion label.

(v) Emotions Classifications
With respect to the score of SentiWordNET, all sentiment words can be divided into
three groups for valency analysis. If the positive valency of a SentiWordNet term is more
than negative valency, then it is assigned into the Positive Sentiment group. If the reverse
is true it is assigned into the Negative Sentiment group. In WordNetAffect1.1, the
classifications of emotions are represented in the form of an Emotional Hierarchy. For
extracting words related to positive and negative emotion, we follow the path of emotion
hierarchy and assign its root value as its category. Figure 3.14 shows the emotion
hierarchy for the word positive emotion. To illustrate, in the hierarchy, 'carefreeness' isa
'cheerfulness', 'cheerfulness' isa joy' and finally 'joy' isa 'positive emotion'. By using a
recursive algorithm on the hierarchy, we assigned all the emotions under positive
hierarchy as positive emotion. Therefore, 'carefreeness', 'cheerfulness' and ‘joy' are
assigned under Positive Emotion.
Only uni-gram emotions were considered in our research as the number of bi-gram
emotions was relatively very small. All the emotion words under the positive emotion
hierarchy are grouped together and considered positive emotions and those in the
negative emotion hierarchy are grouped negative emotions. From the SemEval 2007, a
list of words related to six basic emotions, namely, Anger, Fear, Happiness, Sadness and
Surprise, was constructed. SentiWordNet was further used to measure the strength of
emotion words. On the basis of the score, the terms in SentiWordNet they are divided
into three groups, namely, Strong Sentiments, Medium Sentiments and Weak
Sentiments.
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Figure 3.14 Emotion Hierarchy of WordNetAffect1:1

3.2.1.3 Emotion Term Extraction
For emotion terms extraction from social media corpora, first, we take all the posts of a
corpus as input and remove stopwords and invalid characters and punctuation. We used
the Java Tokenizer Package20 to extract terms from text and the NLTK python tool kit for
removing stop words. Secondly, we consider the corpus of a culture as a document, so a
document contains all the terms of a culture. After that, we calculate the number of
occurrences of a term. Thirdly, text samples of a culture are analyzed on a word-by-word
basis, comparing each word to those in emotion categories in the Emotion Lexicon. If the
terms are matched with any of these emotion groups, then it is recorded for every text
sample. Each word can match with one or more sentiment and emotion categories. For
example, the word joy is part of three emotion categories: positive sentiment, positive
emotion and happiness emotion. Through this, a tuple is prepared which consists of the
set of emotion terms found in a culture. Each set for each emotion group consists of the
terms and the number of occurrences of these terms in a culture.
20 http://download.oracle.com/javase/1.4.2/docs/api/java/util/StringTokenizer.html
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3.2.2 Topics Extraction from Social Media Corpora
At this point, it is necessary to tackle to question of defining the term ‘love’ and
explaining why it is a potential feature for cross-culture analysis whilst also dealing with
the method of topic extraction from blogposts or messages of social media its challenges.
In this section we also outline the limitations of several topic extraction methods for this
study, why Latent Dirichlet Allocation (LDA) has been used for topic extraction in our
research and an explanation of the topic extraction method and the tool that we use for
our research is provided.
3.2.2.1 Topics in Love Discussion and Culture Influence
A post is a collection of words and a topic can be defined as a collection of words taken
from the post. There can be several topics in a post and the characteristics of the topics of
love discussion in posts are:
•The title of the post represents the main theme of the post.
•A post can contain a single topic.
•A post can be a mixture of several topics.
•Noisy text can also form a topic. For example, if an Indian post is a mixture of English
words and Hindi words (written with English alphabet), then the Hindi words can also
represent a topic.
Figure 3.15 presents two blogposts taken from two different cultures representing these
characteristics. Of them 3.15(a) is taken from Indian blogposts and 3.15(b) is taken from
American blogposts. The titles of these posts are 'Karwa chawth: A festival of married
Indian women' and 'Love, Marriage and Taxes' respectively. The main themes of these
posts are evident from the titles. For example the main theme of the post 'Karwa chawth:
A festival of married Indian women' is a love discussion on an Indian festival for
expressing love between couples. On the other hand, the theme of the post 'Love,
Marriage and Taxes' is related to federal rules regarding love and marriage. The post
shown in figure 3.15(a) contains one topic whereas the post in figure 3.15(b) contains
four topics. Each paragraph of the post contains a single topic. For example 'Karwa
Chawth in India' and 'Festival Food' are discussed in separate paragraphs. The combining
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part of these paragraphs can also contain topics. For example, the topic 'emotion' is the
combination of the topic 'Festival Food' and the following paragraph.
In our research, it is argued that the topics related to love have influence on culture. From
figure 3.15(a) it is found that the topics are more related to emotion. The topics 'Karwa
Chawth in India', 'Festival rules', 'Festival Food’ and 'Emotion' represent several aspects
of culture only existent in Indian culture. On the other hand, the American post is related
to 'rules of federal government for love and marriage' and is specifically connected to the
issues of one of the states in America.

Figure 3.15(a) Indian blogpost
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Figure 3.15(b) USA blogpost

3.2.2.2 What is Topic Extraction?
Topic extraction from social media data, specifically from blogposts or messages, is one
of the important tasks for cross-cultural analysis with respect to language. The collections
of the posts are unstructured data and large in size, so it is unrealistic to assume that
human supervision can locate topics from them. Therefore, the topics from social media
need to be extracted using machine learning techniques called 'Topic Modeling'.
A topic consists of a cluster of words that frequently occur together. Using contextual
clues, topic models can connect words with similar meanings and distinguish between
uses of words with multiple meanings (Steyvers and Griffiths, 2007). The fundamental
idea of topic modeling is that a document is a mixture of topics, so a blogpost or a
message can be considered to be a mixture of topics. In this study, P( z ) refers to the
distribution over topics z in a particular blogpost. P( w | z ) denotes the probability
distribution over words w given topic z. Figure 3.16 (a) presents a sample blogpost, the
blogpost is a probability distribution over Topic1 (Yellow), Topic2 (Red) and Topic3
(Green). Figure 3.16 (b) shows that each of these topics is a probability distribution over
words of the post.
Each word wi in a post (where the index refers to the ith word token) is generated by first
sampling a topic from the topic distribution, then choosing a word from the topic-word
distribution. P( zi = j ) is the probability that the jth topic was sampled for the ith word
token and P( wi | zi = j ) is the probability of word wi under topic j. The model specifies
the following distribution over words within a post:
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The challenges are that some topics are difficult to name (relationship, honesty, care,
value of love in life, dedication, sexual impact on love, break up, romance and so on) as
the words related to them are not clear cut and they overlap with other topics. For
example, if the list of the words are red, blue, white, green, then it can be assigned the
topic ‘colour’ but, if the words are love, faith, trust, sex, then the list can be assigned to
emotion or sex or even religion.

Figure 3.16(a) Each post is a probability distribution over topics. Here the post is probability distribution of
three topics (yellow,red and green)

Figure 3.16(b) Each topic is a probability distribution over words
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3.2.2.3 Why Latent Dirichlet Allocation (LDA) for Topic Extraction?
Although there are several machine learning techniques about “topic models", in this
research study, Latent Dirichlet Allocation (LDA) was used for topic extraction from the
blogposts of different cultures. This is because other techniques have certain limitations.
One approach to topic extraction is Term-Document Frequency (TFIDF), which stands
for the term frequency/inverse document frequency, a technique that gives terms a high
rank in a document if the term appears frequently in a document but appears rarely in
other documents. In this method, the topic is extracted with respect to a query over all
documents. Therefore, for extracting multiple topics, several queries have to formalized.
In our project, we assume that a post consists of multiple topics so it is unrealistic to
formalize many queries for extracting topics from all blogposts. As our topic extraction is
without labeled data, TFIDF is not useful to achieve the goal of topic extraction in light
of the current study.
Another approach is the Näıve Bayes model in which each document is assumed to
belong to exactly one topic, and each topic is associated with a probability distribution
over words (Mitchell, 1997). As stated above, in the current study, it is assumed that a
blogpost is consists of multiple topics related to love. Often the main theme of a blogpost
is mentioned as the title of the blog; so the single topic approach of the Näıve Bayes
model must be rejected.
The assumption is that each post contains a mixture of topics. For example, a post of love
discussion on 'karwa-chawth' (figure 3.15(a)) may includes topics such as historical
precursors, the process of observation, the food, and the emotion of this festival. The
main topic of the post can be obtained from the name of the title. Our goal is to identify
subtopics of love from the post. Therefore, one option can be Probabilistic latent
semantic indexing (pLSI) (Hofmann, 1999) as in this method a document can have
multiple topics. In this model, each document is represented as a list of mixing
proportions for the mixture of components and is thereby reduced to a probability
distribution on a fixed set of topics. In pLSI, each document is represented as a list of
numbers (the mixing proportions for topics), and there is no generative probabilistic
model for these numbers. This leads to a problem as the number of parameters in the
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model grows linearly with the size of the corpus, which leads to serious problems with
overfitting (Blei et al., 2003).
In culture analysis from social media, the posts or messages of different culture are used
as corpus, so the corpus is very large in size and therefore, using pLSI is not suitable. For
example, in our case we analyze cross-cultural issues between India and the USA and our
data set contains roughly 9k posts from each culture which are represented as word
counts of over a dictionary of 8 to10k words. This study took only the posts related to
love discussion, limited the post for normalization and considered the posts of two
countries. The dataset would be even larger if the culture analysis task were extended to
multiple countries irrespective of any specific domain.
Therefore, for this project, the Latent Dirichlet Allocation (LDA) model, in which all the
above limitations are addressed (Blei et al., 2003) is used. A Gibbs sampling approach is
utilized to learn the LDA parameters, which is computationally efficient, something
which is important for large data set.
3.2.2.4 The Latent Dirichlet Allocation (LDA) Topic Modeling
Latent Dirichlet Allocation is an unsupervised machine learning technique which
identifies latent topic information in large document collections. It uses a “bag of words”
approach treating each document as a vector of word counts. The main assumption of
topic modeling is each document is represented as a probability distribution over some
topics, while each topic is represented as a probability distribution over a number of
words. Formally, A word is the basic unit of discrete data, defined as an item from a
vocabulary indexed by (1,............,V). A blogpost is a sequence of N words denoted by w
= (w1;w2,........,wN), where wn is the nth word in the sequence. A corpus is a collection of
M blogposts or messages denoted by D = (w1;w2,........,wM). The steps of the algorithm
are as follows:
1.Choose N~Poisson (  )
2.Choose  ~ Dir(  ).
3.For each of the N words wn:
(a) Choose a topic zn~Multinomial(  ).
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(b) Choose a word wn from p(wn|zn,  ),a multinomial probability conditioned on the topic
zn.
The LDA model is represented as a probabilistic graphical model in Figure 3.17. As the
figure makes clear, there are three levels to the LDA representation. The parameters
α and β are corpus-level parameters, assumed to be sampled once in the process of
generating a corpus. The variables θd are document-level variables, sampled once per
document. Finally, the variables zdn and wdn are word-level variables and are sampled
once for each word in each document.

Figure 3.17 Graphical model representation of LDA

3.2.2.5 Topic Extraction from Social Media
The main goal of the study is to take a corpus of a culture Cori = {Pi,1; Pi,2;.....;Pi,Q} for
culture Culti and return the most used topics in that culture. i.e Topici= (Ti,1, Ti,2,....,Ti,L)
where L is the number of most used topics in a culture. Our topic extraction task consists
of the following three steps:
(i) Firstly, for the corpus of a culture Cori = {Pi,1; Pi,2;.....;Pi,Q}we extract text from each
blogpost and then tokenize each word and remove common English language stopwords
and invalid characters. This corpus is sent to the next step for latent topic extraction.
After the preprocessing step, we run LDA over all the blogposts of a culture in order to
discover topics automatically.
There are lots of freely available toolkits for topic modeling using the LDA model. The
Gibb-sLDA++21 is available under the GPL. It is a C/C++ implementation of LDA using
Gibbs Sampling for parameter estimation and inference. The Matlab Topic Modeling
Toolbox22 is free for scientific use. Our study uses a Java-based package Mallet23 as it
21 http://gibbslda.sourceforge.net/
22 http://psiexp.ss.uci.edu/research/programs_data/toolbox.htm
23 http://mallet.cs.umass.edu/
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uses Gibbs sampling for parameter estimation and computational efficiency.
There are several options for assigning parameters in Mallet LDA tool. We run the tool
for 200 topics with 1000 sampling iterations. The number of topics depends on what we
are looking for in the model. 200 are used as the corpus is large which was discovered
when, from manual analysis of some posts, it was found that each post contains more
than two topics. Therefore, the number of topics used for topic analysis depends to some
degree on the size of the collection.
Another parameter is the number of sampling iterations. There should be a trade off
between the time taken to complete sampling and the quality of the topic model. 1000
iterations are used considering the size of the corpus. The Mallet LDA tool takes the
corpus of a culture Cori = {Pi,1; Pi,2;.....;Pi,Q} as input and results two outputs :(i) First, Z
(Z=200) latent topics and the top k top words for each topic i.e Cori = <T1,W1>
,<T2,W2> ,.............,<TZ,WZ> ,where T is a latent topic and W is a list of top k (k=50)
words for that topic. (ii) Second, the proportions of each topic of these Z (Z=200) topics
in a blog post. That is for Cori = <Pi,1 ;Pri,1 > ,<Pi,2 ;Pri,2> ,.............,<Pi,Q ;Pri,Q> where
Pi,1 is a blog post of Cori and Pri,1

={(t1,p1)), (t2,p2)),....... (tZ,pZ)} is a set of topic

proportions of Z topics in the post Pi,1.
Figure 3.18 presents an example of topic extraction. In this, there are three blogpost
Post1, Post2 and Post3. After using LDA mallet we get three topics which

are

thematically related to :'Emotion', 'Marriage' and 'Rules'. The topic proportion is <Post1
;Pr1>

,<<Post2 ;Pr2 >

,<Post3 ;Pr3> where Post1 ={(Emotion,0.5)), (Marriage,0.4)),

(Rules,0.03)} , Post2={(Emotion,0.02)), (Marriage,0.2)), (Rules,0.09)} and Post3 =
{(Emotion,0.1)), (Marriage,0.7)),(Rules,0.03)}.
(ii) Following this, the output of MALLET is post-processed in order to find most used
topics of a culture in love discussion. The first output of the LDA is Cori = <T1,W1>
,<T2,W2> ,.............,<T200,W200> ,where 200 latent topic are used and W is a list of top 50
words for a topic. These topics are named manually by looking at the top 50 words of
each latent topic. There are methods for extracting topic names from the list of words but
most of those techniques are useful when the words of a topic are clearly suggesting the
possible name of the topic. As has been said previously, a list of the words including red,
blue, white, green can very simply be assigned the topic 'color' whereas the topics of love
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(relationship, honesty, care, sexual impact on love and so on) are more complex because
of the overlap with other topics and the fact that are not clear cut. Furthermore, when
Mallet LDA is applied to love posts of social media corpus, common words such as
‘love’ and ‘relationship’, are normally ranked high in many topics because they are
relevant to all of these topics. These words however are not helpful in identifying
interesting topics since all of them are about love. Therefore, although we know that there
are several methods to do it automatically (Griffiths et al., 2004; Maskeri et al., 2008), the
200 topics are named manually with respect to list of words found for a topic.
(iii) After assigning the name of all topics the next task is to find the most used topics in a
culture. It takes Cori = <Pi,1 ;Pri,1 >

,<Pi,2 ;Pri,2> ,.............,<Pi,Q ;Pri,Q> where Pri,1

={(t1,p1)), (t2,p2)),....... (tZ,pZ)} and sorts the proportions of all Z topics of a post in
descending order and delete the topic proportions which is negligible with respect to
other topics. For deleting unimportant topics for a post, we delete the topic proportion
which is less than a threshold (0.1). After that, the tool makes a tuple <U,T> for each post
where U is the URL of the post and T={(t 1,p1)), (t2,p2)),....... (tt,pt)} I.e t1, ..,tn are topics
and p1,......, pt are topic proportions that remain after removing the less important topics
of that post. In figure 3.18, if the URL of Post1 ,Post2 and Post3 are U1 ,U2 and U3
then

<U1 ,{(Emotion,0.5),

(Marriage,0.4),(Rules,0.03)}>;

<U2 ,{(Emotion,0.02),

(Marriage,0.2), (Rules,0.09)}> and <U3 ,{(Emotion,0.1), (Marriage,0.7),(Rules,0.03)}>.
Among them, we delete: 'Rules' from Post1; 'Emotion' and 'Rules' from Post2; 'Rules' from
Post3 as they are less than 0.1. After that a tuple which contains the topic and the number
of posts <T,N>=(t1,n1),(t2,n2),(t3,n3).......(tt,pt) where T is the set of topics and N is the set
of the number of times the topic is found in the posts of a culture, is prepared. The topics
are then ranked in descending order. Therefore from the example in figure 3.18 we get
(Emotion,2),(Marriage,1),(Rule,0). The final output is mostly used topics in a culture
Topici= (Ti,1, Ti,2,....,Ti,z) of a Culti.
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Figure 3.18 Probability distribution of three topics in three posts

3.3 Cross-Cultural Analysis through Language
This section discusses the methods of analyzing cross-cultural similarities and differences
using cultural features.
3.3.1 Characteristic of Features for Culture Analysis
For the purpose of cross-cultural analysis, we classified the cultural features into three
groups: All (All Terms or Topics), Shared (Shared Terms or Topics) and Unique (Unique
Terms or Topics). The reasons for dividing the features into three groups is to discover
cross-cultural similarities and differences (i) with respect to all the terms or topics of a
culture;(ii) with respect to terms or topics that are commonly used by all culture in love
discussion and (iii) finally, with respect to terms or topics that are only found in one
culture but do not exist in other cultures. If cross-cultural similarities and differences are
found in all these three perspectives, then it can be said that these are culture features and
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the methods have strong potential for cross-cultural analysis using social media as a data
source.
(i) All Features
All the terms or topics found in a culture are called All Terms or All Topics. The goal of
this classification is to analyze all features found in a culture in order to find crosscultural similarities and differences.
(ii) Shared Features
Terms or topics commonly found in all cultures are called Shared Terms or Shared
Topics. Emotion terms like 'love', happiness' or 'sadness' are usually commonly found in
love discussions of all cultures so they are Shared Terms. The topics 'Marriage',
'Relationship', 'Emotion', and 'Same Sex Issues' are usually commonly found in love
discussion of all culture so they are Shared Topics.
(iii) Unique Features
The Terms or Topics that are only found in one culture are called Unique Terms or
Unique Topics. For example, the term arjuna is a sentiment term which refers to hero of
the Hindu epic Mahābhārata. means 'bright', 'shining', 'white' or 'silver'. This sentiment
term is only found in Indian blogposts but not in other cultures. So it is Unique Term for
India. The 'Hindi Words for Love' are only found in love discussions of Indian Culture,
therefore, the topic is a Unique Topic for India.

3.3.2 Cross-Culture Analysis with Respect to Term Analysis
In order to analyze cross-cultural similarities and differences, terms were first classified
as either All Terms, Shared Terms or Unique Terms and this is followed by statistical
analysis of these data. All Terms are analyzed before others. For this purpose two types of
analysis were carried out (i) Emotion Term Level Analysis and (ii) Emotion Category
Level Analysis. In the former level, the most frequent terms of each emotion category in
a culture were analyzed, i.e., we calculated the proportion of each term used within its
emotion category for a culture. In the emotion category level analysis, we analyzed the
proportion of terms of each emotion category over all terms of a culture, i.e., the rate of
use of terms of a emotion category in a culture. Following that cross-cultural similarities
and differences were identified with respect to that.
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3.3.3 Cross-Culture Analysis with respect to Topic Analysis
This section presents the analysis method of cross-cultural similarities and differences
with respect to topics found in love discussion. Initially, the topics of all cultures are
classified in All Topics, Shared Topics and Unique Topics and then cross-cultural
comparison is carried out. First, most frequent topics in each culture are extracted and
then the top ten mostly frequent topics in all culture are compared. For example, the most
frequent topics in love discussion may be emotion-related topics in one culture but
marriage related topics in another.
Next, Shared topics from all cultures are extracted. After that, we analyze the top 50
terms and delete all the terms which are commonly found in all cultures. Therefore, the
Shared Topics consist of Unique Terms (removing all shared terms from the topic, leaves
terms that are used in one culture only). For the purpose of preparing Unique Terms of
Shared Topic, tuples are formed. For example, 'Marriage' is a Shared topic in all culture
but one culture may talk more about 'marriage planning and organization' and others,
'friends and invitation'.
Thirdly, we analyze cross-cultural similarities and differences with respect to the topics
that are only found in one culture. For the purpose of the analysis, in fact, we only
considered topics that are found in one culture. Through this, we were able to extract
Unique Topics from all cultures. For instance, the people of one culture may talk about a
festival of love which only exists in their culture.

3.4 Experiments Carried Out
This section discusses the experiments conducted to analyze cross-cultural similarities
and differences in this study. In sections 3.1, 3.2 and 3.3, the general methodology of
cross-culture analysis adopted using 'love and relationship' as a domain, social media as
data source and language as a medium was outlined. The current research study took into
account two social media, several cultures and carried out three experiments testing
hypotheses by implementing the methodology.
The first experiment utilized corpus from 'Love Forum' and took several cultures
analyzing the impact of emotions on culture for cross-culture analysis. The second
experiment extended the idea of emotion analysis by taking one culture from the West,
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namely the USA, and one another culture from the East, namely India. In this experiment,
we analyzed cross-cultural similarities and differences between these two cultures with
respect to the use of different types of sentiments and emotions. In third experiment, a
cross-cultural comparison concerning topics of love discussion was carry out.
The examination of cross-cultural similarities and differences has taken into
consideration all the features of a culture, features commonly used by all cultures in love
discussion and features only found in one culture but which cannot be found in any other
culture. Although we used the same approach for all experiments, there are clear
differences among them. They are:
•Experiment II focused on cross-culture analysis by taking into account terms. It
provides a more in-depth study than Experiment I. On the other hand, the goal of
Experiment III is to analyze culture with respect to the topics involved in love discussion.
•In Experiment II, we considered different categories of emotions and sentiments and the
intensity of emotion. In this experiment, some predefined classes or groups of emotion
(anger, fear, sadness, happiness, surprise, positive, negative etc) for analyzing the terms
of each culture are used. In Experiment III, we do not impose limitations while
comparing the terms of a culture with respect to predefined classes or groups, instead an
unsupervised machine learning technique is employed to identify the topics in love
discussion. Eventually, cross-cultural similarities and differences with respect to topics
found in love discussion are analyzed.
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4
Culture Analysis with respect to Term Analysis
In this chapter we analyze cross-cultural similarities and differences with respect to
sentiment and emotion terms. For emotion analysis, different types of emotions and their
intensity were considered using our emotion lexicon prepared in section 3.2.1.2. For the
purpose of analysis, we considered valency of sentiments and emotions (positive and
negative), words related to basic emotions (anger, fear, happiness, sadness, surprise and
disgust) and also intensity of sentiments and emotions (strong, medium and light)
analyzing cross-cultural similarities and differences of their usage across cultures.

4.1 Preliminary Study
During the preliminary study (Experiment I) for cross-culture analysis with respect to
sentiments and emotions 'Love Forum' was selected as the representative social media
and five cultures were focused on, namely: India, Southeast Asia, Middle East, Europe
and North America (Elahi, 2010). This experiment aimed to examine the characteristics
of social media as a data source, sentiments and emotions as features for culture analysis,
and hence discover cultural similarities and differences across cultures. The corpus as
prepared using the corpus building tool mentioned in section 3.1.3.1. From this sentiment
and emotion terms from each culture were extracted using the term extraction method
outlined in section 3.2.1. Subsequently, the terms of all cultures were grouped into three
categories: All Terms, Shared Terms and Unique terms using the method of term
classification mentioned in section 3.3.1.
To fulfill the aim of determining how much emotional, religious and sexual terms are
involved in love discussion in different cultures, the use of Sentiment Terms /Emotion
Terms /Religious Terms/Sexual Terms over All Terms/Shared Terms/Unique Terms was
calculated. The impetus behind the study was to prove that sentiments and emotions can
be taken as potential features for culture analysis and this would be proved if the said
terms were found to be dominant among All Terms/Shared Terms/Unique Terms. Results
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showed that the use of sentiments and emotion terms was approximately 80 to 85% and
approximately 3 to 7%, respectively. On the other hand, the presence of sexual terms and
religious terms was found to be approximately 0.22 to 0.6% and approximately 1.31 to
2.19%, respectively. The experiment with respect to Shared Terms revealed that love
discussion is neither sexually (0.68%) nor religiously (4.72%) dominated but sentiment
(91.28%) and emotion (7.29%) oriented. Similar results were found from the sentiment
and emotion analysis of Unique Terms of a culture. Therefore, sentiment and emotion
topics are more popular among users in love discussions than religious and sexual topics
and this feature is similar in all cultures.
On discovering that emotions are more popular in love discussions, analytical focus fell
on which basic emotions (anger, fear, happiness, sadness and surprise) are more
prominent in love discussion than others. For the purpose of the analysis, emotion terms
of different emotion categories of a culture were utilized and the usage of
Anger/Fear/Happiness/Sadness and Surprise Emotion Terms over all terms related to
basic emotion in a culture was calculated. From the results, an important observation to
be made was that the terms related to happiness (North America 84.72%, Europe 85.87%,
South-East Asia 87.29%, the Middle East 90.73% and India 87.54%) were found to be
more prominent than sadness (North America 6.17%, Europe 6.53%, South-East Asia
6.62%, the Middle East 5.68% and India 3.48%) in all cultures. Issues related to
happiness are therefore discussed more frequently than those connected to sadness in love
discussion, a phenomenon similar in all cultures.
Cross-cultural differences were also observed. Words related to surprise were slightly
more prominent in Western culture (Europe 4.01% and North America 4.56%) than
Eastern culture (India 0.58%, Middle East 1.04%, South East Asia 1.87%), which shows
that the people of western culture like to surprise their partner in love discussions more
than those from the East. Overall findings revealed that terms related to happiness and
sadness are more dominant in love discussion among cultures than the terms related to
anger, fear and surprise. There are clearly identifiable cross-cultural similarities and
differences with respect use of emotions across culture.
On establishing that sentiments and emotions are the main content in love discussion, the
next step in the experiment was to find out whether cross-cultural similarities or
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differences exist with respect to the intensity of emotions. Therefore the use of
Strong/Medium/Light Emotion Terms was calculated over all emotion terms in a culture.
Analysis revealed that the use of medium emotions (North America 81.04%, Europe
61.91%, South-East Asia 76.7%, the Middle East 74.29% and India 59.43%) was found
to be more frequent than strong emotion (North America 20.69%, Europe 22.23%, SouthEast Asia 13.54%, the Middle East 17.15% and India 17.4%) in all cultures. Medium
emotion words, therefore, are utilized in all cultures for love expression in social media.
Cross-cultural differences identified were that the slightly more dominant (Europe
22.23% and North America 20.69%) than Eastern culture (India 17.4%, Middle East
17.15%, South-East Asia 13.54%), which shows that the people of western culture like to
use strong emotions with their partner in love discussion more than the people of Eastern
culture.

4.2 Deeper Analysis
From the preliminary study, it was found that emotional discussion is more popular than
religious and sexual discussion in all cultures. It revealed cross-cultural similarities and
differences with respect to different categories of emotions and sentiments and regarding
the intensity of emotion. This experiment extended the idea of analyzing culture with
respect to different categories of sentiments and emotions, examining these features more
deeply taking one culture from the East, India and another from the West, the USA. This
section is divided into four main subsections focusing on the objectives and resource set
up of the experiment, analyzing cross-cultural similarities and differences with respect
All Terms, cross-cultural comparison of Shared Terms and finally, and examination and
comparison of the different cultures Unique Terms.

4.2.1 Experimental Setup
For the purpose of this experiment, we used Indian and American social blogs, preparing
the corpus by using the corpus building tool and corpus preparation method mentioned in
section 3.1.3.2. Using the Term Extraction from social media mentioned in section 3.2.1,
all emotion terms and their number of occurrence in a culture were extracted. Following
this, in order to allow for in depth a analysis of the emotion terms, they were divided into
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three groups: All Emotion Terms, Shared Emotion Terms and Unique Emotion Terms.
The terms were divided thus to facilitate the examination of cross-cultural similarities and
differences with respect to: all the terms of a culture; terms commonly used by all
cultures in love discussion and; terms only found in one culture but which cannot be
found in any other culture. If cross-cultural similarities and differences are found in all
these three categories then it is evident that sentiments and emotions can be taken as
potential features for culture analysis and term analysis can be a possible method for
cross-cultural analysis.

4.2.2 Cross-Culture Analysis with respect to All Terms
This section investigates cultural similarities and differences considering all the emotion
terms found in a culture by analyzing the proportion of each term used within its category
for India and the USA after which the proportion of terms of each emotion category over
all terms of a culture is examined.

4.2.2.1 Word Level Analysis
Hypothesis 4.1
It was hypothesized that: The most frequently used terms in basic emotion categories;
Anger Fear, Happiness, Sadness, Disgust and Surprise, in love discussions will be to be
similar in India and USA.
For example, the use of the word 'love' in the happiness emotion categories is expected to
be more prominent in all cultures in love discussion.
Formula
For a Culti, we get. Emoi < Hi, Si, Ai, Fi, Ui> where Hi ,Si , Ai , Fi ,Ui and Di represents
happiness, sadness, anger, fear, surprise and disgust emotion category respectively.

Hi=<(Hi,1 ;Hni,1),(Hi,2 ; Hni,2),(Hi,3; Hni,3),...................,(Hi,h;Hni,h)>
Hn = ( Hni,1+Hni,2+........................+Hni,h) where Hi,1 is a happiness emotion term found in
Culti and Hni,1 is the number of occurrences of the term Hi,1 in Culti and h is the total
number happiness terms found in Culti.
The formula is: the usage of a happiness term Hi,1 in all happiness emotion terms Hi
found in Culti =
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(the number of occurrences of a happiness emotion term in Culti )*100/(Total number of
occurrences of all happiness emotion terms in Culti )= (Hni,1 )*100/Hn

After calculating the percentage of each word of an emotion group for India and the
USA, they were ranked in descending order and the top ten most frequently occurring
words in each emotion group for India and USA were selected. Table 4.1 shows the top
ten words of each emotion groups for India and the USA respectively. As can be seen, for
the happiness emotion category, the most frequently use word is ’love’ and it occupied
58.38% of the happiness emotion usage in the India and 34.83% in the USA.
Table 4.1 Top ten terms of different emotion groups for India and USA
Happiness
(India)

%

Happiness
(USA)

%

Sadness
(India)

%

Sadness
(USA)

%

love

58.38

Love

34.83

sad

17.34

bad

8.35

happy

6.38

Gay

9.46

sorry

10.79

sorry

7.9

romantic

4.99

Happy

7.27

bad

10.42

grief

5.34

heart

3.92

romantic

3.56

poor

8.17

poor

3.57

gay

1.98

Heart

2.91

suffering

5.35

guilty

3.25

loving

1.59

intimacy

2.17

depression

3.96

suffering

3.14

enjoy

1.24

Pride

1.63

loneliness

3.15

loneliness

2.97

joy

0.86

Favor

1.52

guilt

1.84

unhappy

2.89

merry

0.86

friendly

1.34

bored

1.66

sad

2.38

satisfaction 0.68

Enjoy

1.26

sorrow

1.55

depression

1.68

Anger

Anger

%

Fear

%

Fear

%

%

(India)

(USA)

(India)

(USA)

hate

13.46

Hate

10.16

fear

22.16

fear

15.23

anger

13.0

Anger

8.14

scared

15.69

scared

10.33

angry

9.28

madness

5.34

afraid

6.04

afraid

8.3

mad

7.02

Angry

5.04

panic

5.79

ugly

7.21

pissed

4.24

Rage

4.99

ugly

4.13

terrible

6.21

frustration 2.28

teasing

3.92

scary

2.5

horror

6.07

madness

2.01

Pissed

3.75

anxious

2.34

cruel

5.96

sore

1.87

annoying

3.65

terror

2.06

terror

4.98

jealous

1.72

aggressive

3.46

horror

1.88

afraid

8.3

irritated

1.69

Mad

3.32

terrible

1.82

scary

1.58
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Surprise

%

(India)

Surprise

%

(USA)

Disgust

%

(India)

Disgust

%

(USA)

surprise

29.63

wonder

20.48

sick

38.41

sick

41.19

wonder

27.62

surprise

17.52

horror

10.97

horror

25.5

amaze

11.9

amazing

16.66

disgusting

9.32

wicked

21.84

tremendous 2.08

fantastic

7.3

nausea

8.51

hideous

2.34

fantastic

1.24

gravel

4.21

offensive

6.12

foul

1.99

stunned

0.72

astound

4.19

wicked

5.05

offensive

1.95

terrific

0.72

Awe

2.25

obscene

2.26

disgusting

2.17

awful

0.35

tremendous 0.66

repulsive

2.26

repellent

0.36

marvelous

0.33

marvelous

0.64

foul

2.2

nausea

0.36

astonished

0.17

terrific

0.4

repulsion

1.73

repulsive

0.28

Results and Analysis
The tables 4.1 reveal that the most frequently used emotion words in all categories are
similar in both India and America probably because of the 'love and relationship'
discussion. In the happiness emotion category, 6 out of the top ten most frequent words
and in the sadness emotion category, 7 out of the top ten most frequent words are same in
both India and USA. In both cultures, the word 'love' is used more frequently than any
other words (India 58.38% and USA 34.83%) in the happiness category. The second most
used happiness word in India is happy which is 6.38% and in USA is gay which makes
up 9.44%. The words happy, romantic, heart, gay, joy and enjoy from the happiness
category and the words bad, sorry, suffering, depression, loneliness, guilt from the
sadness category are commonly found in the list of most frequent words in both cultures.
For the anger and fear emotion category, 6 out of 10 and 8 out 10 most frequent words
are the same. In the surprise emotion category 6 out of 10 and disgust emotion category 8
out 10 most frequent words are identical in both cultures. The percentage of the terms
surprise, wonder, amaze are very high in both cultures which shows that these are the
most frequently used words related to surprise in love discussion in both cultures.
4.2.2.2 Emotion Category Level Analysis
For this experiment, the rate of use of terms of an emotion category in a culture was
calculated. For example, we calculated the use of happiness emotion terms and the
proportion they occupied over all terms of a culture. For this, the use of emotion of
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happiness, sadness, anger, fear, surprise and disgust in a culture was computed after
which the findings were subjected to cross-cultural comparison.
Formula
For a culture Culti, we get Emoi < Pi, Ni ,Oi; Gi, Hi, Si, Ai, Fi, Ui ,Di> where Pi, Ni ,Oi;

Gi,Hi ,Si , Ai , Fi ,Ui and Di represents positive sentiment, negative sentiment, happiness
emotion, sadness emotion, anger emotion, fear emotion, surprise emotion and disgust
emotion categories respectively.
For example,

Pi=<(Pi,1 ;Pni,1),(Pi,2 ; Pni,2),(Pi,3; Pni,3),...................,(Pi,p;Pni,p)>
Ni=<(Ni,1 ;Nni,1),(Ni,2 ; Nni,2),(Ni,3; Nni,3),..............,(Ni,n;Nni,n)>
Pni=(Pni,1+ Pni,2+...+ Pni,p ),Nni=(Nni,1+ Nni,2+...+ Nni,n ) and so on.
Where Pi,1 is a positive sentiment term found in Culti. and Pni,1 is the number of
occurrences of the term Pi,1 in Culti and p is the total number of positive sentiment terms
found in Culti. We also extract a set Ti which contains all terms and their number of
occurrences in Culti. Therefore for culture Culti what is found is:

Ti=<(ti,1; tni,1),(ti,2; tni,2),(ti,3; tni,3),...................,(ti,W; tni,W)> and
Tni=(tni,1+tni,2+ tni,3+,....+,tni,W)>
where ti,1 is any term in Culti., tni,1 is the number of occurrences of term ti,1 and W is the
number of total terms of Culti.
The formula is: the usage of a positive emotion term Pi in all terms in Culti =
(the number of occurrences of positive sentiment terms in Culti )*100/(Total number of
occurrences of all terms in Culti )= (Pni)*100/Tni

In Table 4.2, the percentages of usage of different emotion categories in India and USA
are shown. For example,the number of occurrences of positive sentiment terms in India
and USA is 30.26 % and 22.06% respectively. On the basis of table 4.2, two hypotheses
for analyzing cross-cultural similarities and differences were tested.
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Table 4.2 The usage of All emotion terms in India and USA
Emotion Group

% (India)

% (USA )

Positive Sentiment

30.26

22.06

Negative Sentiment

24.17

19.27

Positive Direct Emotion

2.13

0.64

Negative Direct Emotion

0.27

0.15

Happiness Emotion

3.13

1.41

Sadness Emotion

0.45

0.22

Anger Emotion

0.26

0.17

Fear Emotion

0.14

0.11

Surprise Emotion

0.19

0.13

Disgust Emotion

0.03

0.03

Hypothesis 4.2
It was hypothesized that the use of positive sentiments, positive emotions and the words
related to happiness would be higher than the negative sentiments, negative emotions
and the words related to sadness in both cultures.
Therefore, to test the hypothesis, a cross-cultural comparison was carried out with respect
to the positivity and negativity of sentiments and emotions. As per psychological research
on emotions (Ekman, 1972), it is found that, in the real world, the universal emotions are
mainly expressed and perceived in similar way across all cultures. Sadness, for instance,
is classified as an unpleasant undesirable feeling everywhere, just as happiness is always
a pleasant, desirable feeling. As love is a universal emotion for pleasant desirable feeling,
the use of positive sentiments, positive emotions and the words related to happiness in
love discussion is expected to be higher than the negative sentiments, negative emotions
and the words related to sadness.
For the purpose of the analysis, we considered positive sentiments, positive emotions,
negative sentiments, negative emotions, happiness emotion and sadness emotion
categories of the emotion dictionary in order to analyze the positivity and negativity in
love discussion among culture, identifying similarities.
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Results and Analysis
Table 4.2 reveals that while the usage of positive sentiment terms, positive sentiment
terms and happiness emotions in India are 30.26 %, 2.13% and 3.13% respectively, the
use of negative sentiment terms, negative emotion terms and sadness emotions are
24.17%, 0.27% and 0.45%. On the other hand, the use of positive sentiment terms,
positive emotion terms, happiness emotions in the USA are 22.06 %, 0.64% and 1.41%,
respectively, whereas the usage of negative sentiment terms, negative emotion terms and
sadness emotions are 19.27%, 0.15% and 0.22%. Therefore, in both cultures, the use of
terms related to positivity are higher than the use of terms related to negativity in love
discussion. Therefore 'love', as a universal emotion, is a pleasant desirable feeling in both
cultures, which supports Ekman's assertion that universal emotional concepts are similar
across all cultures. This experiment revealed similar characteristics to Ekman but from
the automatic extraction of 'love discussion' from social media instead of manual
psychological analysis. As a positive emotion, love is more likely to be 'Happiness' than
'Sadness' in both cultures.
Hypothesis 4.3
It was hypothesized that Indians would be more emotional than Americans when
discussing 'Love and Relationships' in social media.
In the experiment, cross-culture differences with respect to usage of different categories
of emotion across cultures were analyzed. All categories of our emotion dictionary were
used in order to analyze the proportion of different types of emotions in love discussions
in India and the USA.
Results and Analysis
Considering all the emotion groups from table 4.2, the most important observation to be
made is that the use of positive sentiment terms and positive emotion terms are found to
be more frequent in India (30.26% and 2.13%) and less frequent in the USA (22.06 and
0.64%) and, interestingly, the use of negative sentiment terms and negative emotion
terms was found to be more frequent in India (24.17% and 0.27%) and less frequent in
the USA (19.27% and 0.15%). Therefore, it was found that the use of positive sentiment,
negative sentiment, positive emotion and negative emotion terms is higher in India than
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the USA which contrasts with the results of emotion research from psychological point of
view (Kitayama et al., 2000). In psychological research, it has been found that positive
emotions are more frequent in Individualist cultures (America) than in Collectivist
cultures (Japan) but the data in psychological research was measured from the analysis of
only 4 emotions (clam, elated, relaxed, happy) of daily events. In the current study, both
sentiments and emotions on 'love' discussion were analyzed instead of emotions of daily
life events and, moreover, India was selected as a representative Collectivist Culture
instead of Far East countries (Japan and China).
For most categories, anger emotions (India 0.35%, USA 0.25%), fear emotions (India
0.14%, USA 0.11%), surprise emotions (India 0.19%, USA 0.13%) the percentage is
higher in India than the USA. From this analysis, it was discovered that the usage of all
types of sentiments and emotions is higher in India than the USA. Therefore, on the basis
of this research, Indians can be considered to be more emotional than Americans when
they discuss 'Love and Relationships' in social media.

4.2.3 Cross-Cultural Analysis with respect to Shared Emotions
This section investigates cultural similarities and differences considering Shared
Sentiment and Emotion Terms (commonly found in all cultures). Knowing that these
terms are commonly used by both cultures focus was placed on their intensity after which
a cross-cultural comparison was carried out in this regard.
Hypothesis 4.4
It was hypothesized that: Americans used Strong and Weak Sentiment Terms more than
Indians and on the other hand, Indians used Medium Sentiment Terms more than
Americans when discussing 'Love and Relationships' in social media.
For the analysis, usage was made of strong/medium/light sentiment terms from our
dictionary mentioned in section 3.2.1 where sentiment terms are divided into three groups
with respect to their score in SentiWordNet3.0. On the basis of their scores we assigned
strong positive and strong negative sentiment to strong sentiment, medium positivity and
medium negativity into medium sentiment and light positivity and light negativity to light
sentiment. In this experiment the usage of strong sentiment terms over all sentiment terms
was calculated. Only Shared Terms were considered in order to show that even if these
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terms are commonly used in both cultures, cross-cultural similarities and differences with
respect to intensity across culture do exist.
Formula
We calculated the usage of a Shared Strong/Medium/Light Sentiment Terms over all
Shared sentiment terms in a culture in order to analyze the intensity of Shared Terms
across culture and identify cross-cultural similarities and differences with respect to that.
For a culture Culti, we get < Ti, Mi ,Li> where Ti, Mi and Li represents strong sentiment,
medium sentiment and weak sentiment categories respectively.
For example,

Ti=<(Ti,1 ;Tni,1),(Ti,2 ; Tni,2),...................,(Ti,p;Tni,s)>
STi=<(STi,1 ;STni,1),...................,(STi,ß;STni,ß)>
STni=(STni,1+ STni,2+...+ STni,ß ) and so on.
Where Ti is the set of all strong sentiment terms found in Culti. and STi is the set of
shared strong sentiment terms (that are also found in other culture), STi,1 is a Shared
strong sentiment term of Culti and STni,1 is the number of occurrences STi,1 in Culti.
The formula is: the use of a Strong/Medium/Light Sentiment terms over all Shared
sentiment terms in Culti
=(the number of occurrences of Strong/Medium/Light Sentiment terms in Culti )*100/(Total
number of occurrences of all Shared Sentiment terms in Culti
= (STni)*100/( STni + SMni+ SLni)

Table 4.3 presents the use of Strong/Medium/Light Shared Sentiment Terms in India and
the USA respectively. As can be seen, the use of strong sentiment terms is 1.61% India
and 1.83% in USA.
Table 4.3 The usage of Shared sentiment terms with respect to intensity in India and USA
Emotion Group

India(%)

USA(%)

Strong Sentiment

1.61

1.83

Medium Sentiment

30.69

26.57

Weak Sentiment

73.01

76.93
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Results and Analysis
Table 4.3 shows cross-cultural similarities and differences with respect to the use of
intensity of shared terms across cultures. It was found that both the people of India and
USA use Weak Sentiment Terms (India 73.01%, USA 76.93%) more than Medium
Sentiment Terms (India 30.69%, USA 26.57%) and Strong Sentiment Terms (India
1.61%, USA 1.83%). Cross-cultural differences can be seen in the finding that Americans
used Strong Sentiment Terms and Weak Sentiment Terms more than Indians, whereas on
the other hand, Indians used Medium Sentiment Terms more than Americans when
discussing 'Love and Relationships' in social media. This result is similar to the
preliminary analysis of emotion intensity in Love Forum.

4.2.4 Cross-Cultural Analysis with respect to Unique Emotions
This section investigates cultural differences considering Unique Emotion Terms (The
sentiment and emotion terms that are only found in a culture) by analyzing the proportion
of each of these terms within its category for India and the USA.
Hypothesis 4.5
It was hypothesized that Indians and Americans are likely to use sentiment and emotion
terms in love discussion which are only related to their culture and usually involve very
specific features of a culture.
For this, the use of positive sentiment, negative sentiment as well as the emotions:
happiness, sadness, anger, fear, surprise and disgust in a culture was computed after
which the findings were subjected to cross-cultural comparison.
Formula
This experiment made use of similar formula to section 4.2.2.1 (word level analysis)
except that most frequently used Unique Emotion Terms instead of All Emotion Terms
were considered.
For example,

Pi=<(Pi,1 ;Pni,1),(Pi,2 ; Pni,2),...................,(Pi,p;Pni,p)>
UPi=<(UPi,1 ;UPni,1),...................,(UPi,ß;UPni,ß)>
Pni=(Pni,1+ Pni,2+...+ Pni,p ) and so on.
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Where Pi is the set of all positive sentiment terms found in Culti. and UPi is the set of
Unique Positive Sentiment terms only found in Culti.
The formula is: the usage of an Unique Positive Sentiment term UPi,1 in all Positive
Sentiment terms in Culti =
(the number of occurrences of an Unique Positive Sentiment term in Culti )*100/(Total number of
occurrences of all Positive Sentiment terms in Culti )= ( UPi,1)*100/Pni

After calculating the percentage of each unique term of an emotion group for India and
the USA, they were ranked in descending order and the top ten most frequently occurring
words in each emotion group for India and USA were selected. Table 4.4 shows the top
ten unique terms of each emotion groups for India and the USA respectively. As can be
seen, for the positive sentiment category, the most frequently use term is 'swami' and it
occupied 3.15%.
Table 4.4 The usage of Unique positive/negative Sentiments in India and USA
Positive
Sentiment
(India)

%

Positive
%
Sentiment
(USA)

Negative
Sentiment
(India)

%

Negative
Sentiment
(USA)

%

swami

3.15

tulle

2.09

yama

1.22

indie

0.87

ahimsa

0.54

fringe

0.89

dada

0.13

perry

0.85

yogi

0.43

aaron

0.54

samsara

0.12

corset

0.75

calvinism

0.34

mojo

0.46

aditi

0.4

boutonniere

0.25

arjuna

0.29

mitzvah

0.04

neuroticism

0.4

alexia

0.04

brahman

0.16

fitzgerald

0.04

fibrositis

0.09

shopaholic

0.02

bhakti

0.13

martini

0.4

oligospermia

0.03

semiformal

0.02

bhagavadgita 0.1

pizzazz

0.03

dostoevsky

0.03

brahmin

0.07

raphael

0.03

jaggery

0.03

sita

0.06

luxe

0.27

fluoxetine

0.02

Results and Analysis
The findings in Table 4.4 show that the words swami (Sanskrit:स म primarily a Hindu
honorific title), ahimsa (अह स , a term meaning to do no harm), yogi (Sanskrit: य ग , a
term for a male practitioner of various forms of spiritual activities), arjuna (hero of the
Hindu epic Mahābhārata meaning 'bright', 'shining', 'white' or 'silver'), Brahman (बहन
bráhman), the eternal, unchanging, infinite, immanent), bhakti (Sanskrit: भक , an active
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involvement by the devotee in divine worship), brahmin ((ब हण), a member of the
priestly class in the Indian subcontinent), sita (Sanskrit: स त , "Sītā" meaning "furrow").
Therefore, positive sentiment terms originate from Sanskrit and related Hinduism and are
exclusively related to Indian Culture. On the other hand, tulle (symbol for dress in
Western marriage), chichat (online forum for relationship discussion), aaron (positive
term in Hebrew Bible), mojo (African-American Culture) are only found in American
blogposts. From the analysis of these terms, we found that they are closely related to
Western culture. From the analysis of unique positive and negative emotions, the only
example found in India was the word togetherness in India which is an emotion word for
Collectivist Culture in which people from birth onwards are integrated into strong,
cohesive in-groups, which throughout people's lifetime continue to protect them in
exchange for unquestioning loyalty (Hofstede, 1991). The frequent use of this term in
Indian blogposts reflects its Collectivist nature.

4.2.5 Discussions
In this experiment, we analyze culture with respect to term analysis. The main findings
are the following:
Cross-Cultural Similarities
• The most frequently used terms in basic emotion categories are similar in India and the
USA.
• The use of positive emotions is higher than that of negative emotions, which shows that
Love is a pleasant desirable feeling in both cultures.
Cross-Cultural Differences
• Indians are more emotional than Americans when discussing 'Love and Relationships'
in social media, if emotion terms are considered.
•When using common emotion terms, Americans express themselves with stronger
emotion terms than Indians.
• Indians use some sentiments and emotion terms, which are culture specific.
To an extent, results show similar findings to psychological research on culture analysis
and other contrasts with their findings. Overall, all the results show the potential of using
terms as culture feature for automatic cross-cultural analysis from social media data.
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5
Culture Analysis with respect to Topic Analysis
From experiment I(preliminary study), it was found that sentiment and emotion topics are
more popular among users in love discussions than religious and sexual topics. The
analysis was extended in experiment II (deeper analysis), with respect to emotion terms
of several emotion categories: positive sentiment, negative sentiment, positive emotion,
negative emotion, anger, fear, happiness, sadness, surprise. In both experiments, some
predefined classes or groups for analyzing the terms of each culture were utilized. In
Experiment III, limitations on the comparison of the terms of a culture with respect to
predefined classes or groups are not imposed, instead an unsupervised machine learning
technique is employed in order to identify the topics in love discussion and cross-cultural
similarities and differences with respect to topics found in love discussion from social
blogs are analyzed. The topic extraction process utilized the machine learning technique,
Latent Dirichlet Allocation (LDA) (Blei et al., 2003)

5.1 Experiment Setup
For this experiment, we take into account one culture from the East, namely India and
one from the West being the USA. Using the methodology of corpus creation mentioned
in 3.1, a corpus was prepared for both American and Indian blogposts. Using the
methodology mentioned in section 3.2.2, first, we removed stopwords, invalid characters
and punctuation. Secondly, LDA was used to automatically identify topics from both
corpora using the Mallet LDA toolkit. We ran the Mallet tool for 200 topics with 1000
sampling iterations extracting two results: one file containing 50 top words for each topic
and another containing the proportion of each of these 200 topics in each post. For the
first file, the 200 topics were manually named with respect to the list of words. For the
second file, the most frequent topic from each culture was extracted using the
methodology mentioned in section 3.2.2.5.Therefore,from the corpus of Cori = {Pi,1;

Pi,2;.....;Pi,Q} of culture Culti (1<=i<=N where N is the number of culture for the
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experiment), The most used topics in that culture were identified. i..e. Topici= (Ti,1,
Ti,2,....,Ti,L) where L is the number of most used topics in culture Culti .
Following this process, the topics of India and USA were divided into three groups: All
Topics, Shared Topics and Unique Topics (mentioned in section 3.3.1).

5.2 Culture Analysis with respect to ALL Topics in Love Discussion
This section presents a cross-cultural comparison of all the topics found in a culture
extracting the most frequent topics from All topics found in a culture and comparing them
with other cultures.

5.2.1 Hypothesis 5.1
It was hypothesized that we would find that Indians are more emotional/romantic than
Americans whereas Americans are more materialistic than Indians in love discussion in
social media.
Tables 5.1 and 5.2 present the top ten topics found in Indian and American blogposts,
respectively. For each topic, top frequent terms are also shown. For example, the most
highly frequent topic found in Indian culture is 'Hindi Love Emotion Terms' and the top
frequent terms for this topics are 'maiy ek kabhi mere par pyar hu yaad har....'.
Table 5.1 Top ten topics found in love discussion in India
Topic

Most frequent words in the topic

Hindi Love Terms

maiy ek kabhi mere par pyar hu yaad har kuch kisi jo pyaar hota thi
baar bahut raat hoti

Hindi Emotion Terms

na ke nahi ko ne meri mai hum bhi tera apne pal bewafa mujhe

Wedding Ceremony Terms

wedding bride ceremony groom traditional flower cakes couples
clothes responsibility service music

Relationship Terms

relationship partner trust intimate healthy communication share mutual
strong commitment

Dating Terms

dating meet people tips confidence dates time personality game advice

English Love Emotion Terms

love feeling hurts ocean hide met falling attention faith heart

Online Dating Terms

online sites services internet share related website address categories
posts popular photos faith seeking moment

Negative Emotion Terms

love pain cry infatuation trust wait patient lie quiet public accepting

Pregnancy Terms

infertility fertility female pregnancy health risk disease baby child

Sexual Terms

sex sexual partner excitement satisfying desire emotional play marital
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Table 5.2 Top ten topics found in love discussion in USA
Topic

Most frequent words in the topic

Love Emotion Terms

love true falling loves soul feeling connected convinced honest hurt mental
truth

Dating Terms

call dating women messages mails posts site profile meet online match
singles people potential daters

Love Partner Terms

boyfriend break relationship girlfriend page jealous eventually completely
fast

Wedding Invitation

invitations wedding print invites bridal cards printing follow custom
stationery designer formal owner website customize filed touch pretty

Marriage Law

sex couples marriage gay law bill california lesbian massachusetts marriages
congress court maine ban connecticut vermont heterosexual

Wedding Venue

wedding venue choose theme guests suit planner garden restaurants site

Same Sex Issue

marriage gay legal unions support legislation discrimination homosexuality
push partner hate

Wedding Flowers

flowers wedding bouquets florist floral bridesmaids colors cute drinks

Relationship Terms

women relationship commitment compatibility commit potential phobic

Love Negative
Emotion Terms

love god fear amazing faith soul intentions afraid grow laughing dreaming lie
action hunting catching

Results and Analysis
From Table 5.1 the top ten topics in Indian love discussion are identified as Love Hindi
Terms written in English (i.e., the hindi terms that are used for love expression), Hindi
Emotion Terms written in English (the hindi general emotion terms), Wedding Ceremony
Terms, Relationship Terms, Dating Terms, Emotion Terms of Love written in English,
Online Dating Terms, Negative Emotion Terms, Pregnancy Terms and Sexual Terms.
Table 5.2 shows Love Emotion Terms, Datting Terms, Love Partner Terms,Wedding
Invitation Terms, Online Dating Terms, Wedding Venue, Same Sex Issue, Wedding
Flowers, Relationship Terms, and Love Negative Emotion Terms are topmost topics in
American love discussion. By looking at these topics, some clear differences between the
two cultures can be seen.
It is possible to compare which types of topics are popular in each culture. It was found
that four topics out of ten topmost topics of Indian blogposts are Emotion topics (Love
Hindi Terms written in English, Hindi Emotion Terms written in English, Emotion Terms
of Love written in English, Negative Emotion Terms). Some of them are Hindi terms
written in English, which is an Indian culture-specific phenomenon. On the other hand,
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out of ten topmost topics, in the USA, only two topics are related to emotion. The topic
related to weddings is found more frequently than emotion topics in the USA and
therefore American bloggers seem to focus on the wedding topic more than Indians. Out
of the top ten highly frequent topics, three are related to wedding topics (Wedding
Invitation and Wedding Venue and Wedding Flowers) in the USA. The topic Marriage
Law is found frequently in the USA posts which shows that Americans are interested in
talking about marriage law and regulations in their different provinces.
Another important observation to be made is the dominance of topics related to same sex
marriage and rights which is one of the top ten topics in the USA as compared to the
absence of the topic in India’s most frequent topics. Topics related to sex and pregnancy
are found frequently in Indian blogposts but they are not in the list of top ten discussion
topics in the USA. The topic related to Love Partner (like boyfriend, girlfriend, jealous) is
frequent in American blogposts but not in India. Along with these differences, there are
also similarities in love discussion between them. Some topics like Dating were found to
be equally important in both cultures. The people of both cultures also talk about
relationship as one of the most frequent topics when they discuss love.

5.3 Culture Analysis with respect to Shared Topics in Love Discussion
The following section considers the topics that are commonly found in love discussions
of all cultures. On the basis of the terms used in these topics, a cross-cultural comparison
is carried out. For the purpose of the analysis, firstly, Shared Topics from all cultures
were extracted and then Shared Terms were deleted from them so that Shared Topics
finally consisted of only Unique Terms.
5.3.1 Hypothesis 5.2
It was hypothesized that discussions on common topics related to love (Wedding,
SameSex Relationship, Dating) in each culture will be related to the particular traditions
and recent issues of said culture.
Table 5.3 presents two Shared Topics found in both cultures and the Unique Terms of
those topics in each culture. For example, the topic 'Same Sex Issue' is a Shared Topic
between India and America. So, SameSex<India (gay, delhi, supreme….), USA (gay,
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president, military….)>. As the term 'gay' is a Shared Term it was deleted. After that only
Unique Terms I.e SameSex<India (delhi,supreme,....), USA (president, military....)>
remained.
Table 5.3 Unique Terms of Shared Topics
Topic

Unique Terms of the Topics in India

Unique Terms of the Topics in USA

Wedding

Decoration, Responsibility, Duties,
Photographer, Law, Drinks, Bridesmaid
Rituals, Wishes, Traditions,
Gown, Skirt, Candle, Card, Suit, Snowflake
Memorable, Cloth, Happiness, Moment

SameSex
Issue

Delhi, supreme, article, mental,
judgment, eye, ground, march view,
mind, movies, nice, realize, sound
straight

President, discrimination, orientation, military,
community, policy, florida, defense, officials,
lgbt American, human, America, mexico,
Washington, California, activists, called

Results and Analysis
From the Table 5.3, one can see that the topic Wedding and Same Sex Issue are
commonly found in both Indian and American blogposts. The Unique Terms of the
Shared Topic: Same Sex Issue for India are delhi, supreme, judgment, march, mental and
so on. Some of these terms are related to the discussion on the recent declaration of Delhi
High Court which 'decriminalized homosexuality, shook off a stubborn piece of colonial
baggage and march of LGBT activists in the support of this declaration'(BBC News).24 It
shows that, when people of India talk about SameSex issue in love discussion, they are
focusing on the recent High Court Petition to overturn punishment for Same Sex
relationships.
On the other hand, the Unique Terms of the Shared Topic SameSex Issue for USA are
president, military, community, policy, florida, defense, official, lgbt, American, human,
rights Washington, California, activists and so on. Some of these terms are the name of
the locations of United States of America probably because most of the discussion related
to the Same Sex Issue in the USA is related to discrimination against or acceptance of
such relationships in different provinces. The terms president, military, community,
policy, defense, official and so on are related to the recent controversy of the policy of
same sex relationship in USA military or between defense officials(Don't ask, don't
tell).25 Therefore, from the analysis of the Unique Terms of Shared Topics across
24 http://news.bbc.co.uk/2/hi/8129836.stm
25 http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Don't_ask,_don't_tell
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cultures, it was found that these terms are culturally significant reflecting the issues and
characteristics particular to that culture.

5.4 Culture Analysis with respect to Unique Topics in Love Discussion
In the following section cross-cultural similarities and differences with respect to the
Unique Topics are analyzed. For the purpose of the analysis, Unique Topics of a culture
were extracted. In order to prepare Unique Topics, we form tuples Culti<Topici,Termi>
where Topici is a Unique Topic that is found in Culti but not in other culture and Termi is
a set of terms of that topic. Therefore it can be argued that the Unique Topic can be
culturally significant and the culture analysis task can be extended to this dimension.
5.4.1 Hypothesis 5.3
It was hypothesized that Indians and Americans are likely to discuss topics in love
discussion which are only related to their culture.
Table 5.4 exhibits two Unique Topics found in both India and the USA. Topic128,
Topic187, Topic110 and Topic59 are Unique Topics for India and Topic60, Topic29,
Topic190 and Topic177 are Unique Topics for the USA.
Table 5.4 Unique Topics in India and USA
India
Topics

Terms of the Topics

USA
Topics

Terms of the Topics

Topic
128

ki se bhi na ka koi nahi ek mein par ye
meri yaad ke tha kuch tum pyaar ne
mere jo baat hai mujhe jis pal path
emotionally

Topic
60

partners department sex domestic clinton
foreign secretary office service policy
health federal personnel house
government act affairs diplomats progress
policies training

Topic
187

hai ke maiy kabhi pyar har hu mai ho
gam mere jab bahut ka mobile hoti
experienced

Topic
29

flowers bouquets silk arrangements colors
floral beautiful color decoration roses
garden orange tags ceremony types
quality fresh beauty decor filled
alternative mix complete

Topic
110

india sex government society indian
section law ruling decision religious
sodomy imprisonment

Topic
190

romantic candles ideas light romance
winter snow wine images natural
inspiration stood static answer section

Topic
59

female fertility weight baby wheat
strangers child absence prevents worst
websites realistic grounds

Topic
177

immigration country act homosexuality
born sponsor status local building car
marrying center victim
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Result and Analysis
From Table 5.4, some of the Unique Topics identifiable in Indian blogposts are Hindi
words written in English (Topic 128, Topic127). It is highly unlikely that such topics will
be found in American blogs. Other Unique Topics found from Indian blogs were
Topic110 and Topic59 related to the Indian sexual law issue and pregnancy issue,
respectively. On the other hand, Unique Topics in the USA are Topic60 which is related
to sex and political discussion of US government, Topic190 is related to romance in
snowy winter, Topic177 is related to the homosexual immigration issue. All these
Unique Topics are culture-specific dealing with issues which only exist in that culture.
Therefore Unique Topics are culturally-significant reflecting the characteristics of that
culture.

5.5 Discussions
In this experiment, we analyze cross-cultural similarities and differences with respect to
topic analysis. The main findings are the following:
Cross-Cultural Similarities
• Dating was found to be equally important in both cultures, if we take into consideration
the topics addressed in the love discussions. Also Relationships is one of the most
frequent topics when either culture discusses love.
Cross-Cultural Differences
•Regarding the analysis of the most frequent topics in love discussions, it was found that
Indians are more emotional/romantic than Americans whereas Americans are more
materialistic than Indians.
• In discussions on common topics related to love (Wedding, Same Sex Relationships,
Dating), the conversations of Indians and Americans are related to the particular
traditions and recent issues of their culture.
• Indians and Americans also discuss topics, which are only related to their culture.
All the results show the potential of using topics as culture feature for automatic crosscultural analysis from social media data.
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6
Conclusion and Future Work
6.1 Our Approach
Working in a cross-cultural environment and making decisions based on our own
culturally specific treatment of an issue, idea or situation can result in miscommunication
and ultimately, misguided outcomes. Culture analysis can work to provide us with insight
into these concepts so that we may appropriately and effectively interact with people all
over the world. Cultural studies is an academic field which includes anthropology and
ethnic studies, ideology studies, social science, political science, history, philosophy,
literary, media analysis, business analysis along with other areas. To date, culture
research is mainly conducted on the basis of a questionnaire- or survey-based approach,
which is traditional, manual, time-consuming and carried out with respect to a limited
number of respondents of each culture.
Despite the importance of automatic analysis of culture, there is not much work that has
been invested in this direction among computer science communities. The main reason
for this is probably lack social data of different cultures which should be naturally
occurring and can be collected automatically. Social media, a mechanism for mediating
distal interactions among people, have become prevalent in the age of the Web. Through
interfaces, millions of people from different cultures share their expressions, views and
ideas and interact with each other. This large volume data is unbiased and can be
collected automatically by methods of techniques of corpus linguistics, language
technology and Natural Language Processing (NLP). This thesis addressed the problem
of automatic culture analysis by analyzing cross-cultural similarities and differences
using language as a medium, love as domain and social media as a data source.

6.2 Main Contributions
The methodology of culture analysis employed in this study addresses three main
requirements of automatic cross-culture analysis from social media using language as a
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medium, namely, corpus preparation from social media, cultural feature extraction from
the corpus, and cross-culture analysis with respect to these features. Culture analysis
requires a social media corpora which is (i) large in volume (ii) domain specific and (iii)
and contains geo-location information. Unfortunately, there is no social media corpus
with all these properties available for culture research and most notably geo-location is
often missing.
For the purposes of this study, corpus was prepared from two different types of social
media, namely, Love Forums and Social Blogs, and tools were developed by relying on
corpus linguistics techniques. Theoretically, the word 'Love' itself is considered a basic
emotion (Phillip et al., 1996) and culture has influence on emotional expressions. Despite
a significant amount of attention by academic researchers, as represented in various
social media networks, no work has been invested in the field of culture analysis from
social media through emotions analysis to date. This study considered different types of
emotions as culture features which is a new approach in the field of automatic culture
analysis. An Emotion Lexicon or dictionary using three widely-used emotion corpora,
SentiWordNet3.0, WordNetAffect1.1 and SemEval 2007 was created and several natural
language tools and techniques for extractions emotions from social media data were used.
Along with emotion terms, a further feature of language for cross-cultural analysis was
investigated, namely, the mostly frequent topics in love discussion in a culture. We
utilized Latent Dirichlet Allocation (LDA), an unsupervised machine learning technique
for extracting all latent topics and from these, we identified the most frequent topics by
using a ranking mechanism. After extracting cultural features, we classified the cultural
features into three groups: All (All Terms or Topics), Shared (Shared Terms or Topics)
and Unique (Unique Terms or Topics). The reason for such classification was to analyze
culture with respect to three perspectives of cultural features extracted from language
used in social media. Finally, we analyzed culture with respect to term and topic analysis
separately. Our methodology has several advantages for culture analysis:
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•We used social media data for culture analysis where there is availability of a huge
volume of data in several domains from all geographical distributions and cultural
features can be automatically extracted using minimum human intervention.
•The methodology of corpus preparation was designed in such a way that corpus can be
created from both social media where geo-location information is provided in the user
post, as well as social media where geo-location information can be known through a
search engine.
•We prepared an emotion dictionary or lexicon for the purpose of culture analysis with
respect to emotions but the methodology can also be used for other types of terms. For
instance, a knowledge base or dictionary with terms related to Indian culture could be
prepared which may contain places in India, names of movie stars, names of famous
people of India, Hindi words written in English or terms related to Hinduism and Indian
culture could be analyzed using similar methodology but using culture-specific terms
instead of emotion terms.
•Culture analysis can be extended to any culture in any geo-location and the
methodology can be used for any domain (politics, lifestyle, news and media, food and
drink, and so on).

6.3 Results and Discussion
A preliminary study considering 'Terms' (emotions and sentiments) and 'Topics' and
taking into account five cultures (India, Middle East, South East Asia, Europe and North
America) set the foundation of our current research (Elahi, 2010). On the basis of that, we
focused on one culture from the East: India and one from the West: the USA and carried
out deeper analysis. The main findings were as follows:
Cross-Cultural Similarities
• It was found that emotional discussion is more popular than religious and sexual
discussion.
• The most frequently used terms in basic emotion categories, Anger, Fear, Happiness,
Sadness, Disgust and Surprise, in love discussions, are similar in India and the USA.
• The use of positive sentiments, positive emotions and the words related to happiness in
love discussion are higher than the negative sentiments, negative emotions and the words
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related to sadness in both cultures which shows that Love is an universal emotion for
pleasant desirable feeling .
• Dating was found to be equally important in both cultures in analyzing culture with
respect to the topics in love discussion. Also, 'Relationships' is one of the most frequent
topics when either culture discusses love.
Cross-Cultural Differences
• Indians are more emotional than Americans when discussing 'Love and Relationships'
in social media.
•When using commonly used emotion terms, Americans express themselves with
stronger emotion terms than Indians.
• Indians use some sentiments and emotion terms which are culturally-specific.
•Regarding the analysis of the most frequent topics in love discussions, it was found that
Indians are more emotional/romantic than Americans whereas Americans are more
materialistic than Indians.
• In discussions on common topics related to love (Wedding, Same Sex Relationships,
Dating), the conversations of Indians and Americans are related to the particular
traditions and recent issues of their culture.
• It was also hypothesized that Indians and Americans also discuss topics in love
discussion which are only related to their culture. To an extent, results shows similar
findings to psychological research on culture analysis using emotions as features and
other contrasts with their findings. All the results show the potential of using social media
as data source and language as medium for cross-cultural analysis.

6.4 Future Work
In any research there is always room for improvement and the work described in this
thesis by no means exhaustive. There are several dimensions to the study.
Cross-Lingual Cross-Cultural Analysis
Language is the principle means whereby we achieve social interaction and it is bound up
with culture in intimate and different ways. People can express views, ideas and
emotional expression more clearly in their own languages. Therefore, cross-culture
analysis with respect to emotions can be conducted on multilingual social media. For
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example, for cross-culture analysis between India and USA and China, social media
written in Hindi, and Chinese can be considered.
Corpus-Based Approach for Emotion Analysis
As has been pointed out, this is the first approach to culture analysis from social media
using emotions as a culture feature. In our research, we used a knowledge-based
approach for emotion extraction from the social media text. Along with word-level
analysis, emotion analysis can be extended to a corpus-based approach by using a
collection of blogposts annotated with basic emotions (Strapparava et al.,2004).
Linguistics-Based Approach for Emotion Analysis
In linguistics literature, emotions have certain features such as expressive utterances,
exclamatory utterances, expressive sentences, and exclamations. For example, the
following sentences may not contain emotion terms but they are, nonetheless,
emotionally-expressive sentences: (i) “How very curious!” (Shaw, 1941), (ii) “Oh, won’t
that be something!” (Arthur, 1995). Along with lexical level emotion analysis, the crosscultural analysis can be extended to syntactic and pragmatic levels.
Culture Analysis with respect to Topic related to Love
The current study extracted latent topics found in love discussion in different cultures
using unsupervised machine learning techniques and Natural Language Processing
methods and techniques.
Topic analysis can be extended to topics that are related to love. Possible love topics can
be related to relationship, dating, sexual, romantic, arguments, fights, emotions of love,
insecurity, mentioning a broken heart, break ups, marriage arrangement, marriage
venue and food, divorce, same sex romance, acceptance and depression to provide a
small number of examples. Along with latent topics, cross-cultural comparison can be
carried out with respect to some fixed topics related to love and relationships.
Culture Analysis with respect to Culture-Specific Topics
There are culturally- specific topics, for example, 'Karwa chawth: A festival of married
Indian women' is a love discussion on an Indian festival for expressing love between
couples. In contrast, Valentine’s Day is widely observed in Western culture. Therefore,
culture analysis can be extended to these topics by preparing a knowledge base for a
culture.
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Culture Model for Culture Analysis
On the basis of cross-cultural analysis from social media, a computational model of
culture can be developed. There are several possibilities for building such model. One
approach can be an ontology-based model for cross-cultural analysis using semantic web
technology. Another approach can be using machine learning techniques for automatic
and language model for automatically construction of a culture model.
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